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FOREWORI

f

This publication is one of five SUGGESTED cover a comreehensive home
economics program. It departs from the previous lirigle guide ants' is designed. to
help teachers develop quirpty in both content and processes of len7ning.

Home Economics Education primal ly seeks to strengthen hom, leo lam* Mit
Since publication of th. previous single guide, including homy
and knowledge as preparation for an occupation has become another-ensemasi, in
teacher responsibility. Thus. each of the five publications will, irmiude- air
emphasis on related careers it home economics. Hopefully the SUGGEST!.
learning experience anc resources will provide local schools impetus to dev..1c..
programs that will r., 'fill th.:7 needs and interests of all students.

I commend ti.. man. --!acrers Ind their local districts who helpecidev&ior these
materials.

Veme A. Duncan
State -Superintendent of
Public Instruction
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r
Home EcatoomjaiLditucation enables individtials to function as contibbiaing menrb
supports itli ens the quality of individyal and family lilt at responds
environn- .incems. It provides consumer, homemaking aryl. =reer skiliv
economi

v.- al
The hong is rttecentzed as a primary unit of our society. went :mg -the inctiritsain- who in- turn
influeneec aociett3 changing society' in turn influence she home The =unillg- If a home

prowl*econonecm anould relate to changing societal co ions emential fkiit:-- sad practical
experincees ll ,youst emphasize creative and problem-sur--ag abilittse. It 's,lus..11.11eln nourish
hu'naanfieetkingi jjti seltf-esteem. The concepts presented here will be as est:itive trr outlay s-families
as for larnamrrow Is, t. sided materials are interpreted in a conmatuotasty flexible offartegel

4 .
Thougi etitochers int admirustralors may find these publicanoms usetn. "fo- 'otter sewposep-cour
deserve-411.410km trmer Briefly, they should help in A--4,-

scat=ety. r
1 a d .

tat- ho

delinow ttent areas for home economics.

comn
corn

pm

tmg potential outcomes' of home economics tc ay nents lire-ent and other
V 71eTITSCTS.

adnurustering local home 'economics programs.

assessing and evatu.ating local home economics programs.

The sr %I Jc..cEs PED district goals below* shape a SUGGF: e.,,aiorrtiics program.
Separat ,..--ritsalunn guides will present each of the first try goal separate, iThe last goal
(qualifyl4 ((fr. ...a.reees in home economics) will be woven througr each the tive gum.

SUGGESTED DISTRICT GOA...5

Stdcleit$, ; t,), able to make rational decisions rn managr m. personal and far:ly resources.
Resource Management)

Studer
prince

Studer
. (Textile.c

Student
cream..

,nde--stand the Impact 'upon socAety and :nviroarment whe- applying the
.L-r,,en in the selection and preparation of foon. l,Vutritr, & Foods:,

uric, to make textile and clothing decisions walcli meet ,e,ttiviaual and zamily net'dsi
I r 'ow ,

_jrideirstand the environmental impact of.houe- on i.ociety and culture when
aging a livable habitat. ( Living Environments

Stud- be able to incorporate the concepts of huma
relati with adults, peers and children within The farnil
the F

Stud
econ

0

be able to qualify for the occupatio.n
ated careers.

-s-xelopment and fami4ly living into
itisciele,, (Human Development &

imeriaking and other ho-me

This Ailac.- then, unfolds SUGGESTED program goals (four of teem) and SUGGESTED course
goals -;'_:-Eti:tlaem) for realizing the fifth SUGGESTED district goa -14move. On the next two pages Is
an our. vrif 'these ,goals. The SUGGESTED learning experiences vrtser 550 of them) thus merely
ma)' valloss to realize 53 course goals, four program goals and ric t goal. The outline like4y
will maurt- ,-continual. alteration. Local concerns, changing souv.tal dr-a environmental issues, and .
new discoreies may influence information and technology.

These* are the same "SUGGESTED GOALS" used as program goals on page 57 of tne ElementarySecondary Guide far Oregon
Schools: Part I, .S.,uggestions (Salem: Oregon Department of Education,. 1977).

I



HIAIKAIEVELOPMENT & THE FAMILY

Distris, Goal Student :. '11 be able to incorporate the concepts ofhuman
devel t diid fainily livinginto relationships with adults.
peers an 'cluldien within the family and society.

..i

, page

Program Goal Theatudenewill be able to use knowledge of the family to promote effective family functioning. 7

CourseGoals' The. student will be able to

describe universal fungi of the farmr

summarize typesekfa organizatior u1 paitterks in the U.S. and other countwN.

.analyze family-member roles, ,

,4

assess relationships between fa y orgair.aational patterns and family---membe

analyze the, role of culture 'n family trail --,,ans and interaction pattern

.analyze the interdependence

eVilUate eies in the.farrtilr the h = cycle.

mong the runily.. community and socie

analyze the roles and responsibdties of parents in a family. 411

suggest ways to.estnblish)and maintain grip relationships with parertnitu *mei signifiCani'adults.

suggest ways toeMablish and maintain good relationships with siblum

suggest ways to establish and maintain good relationships with olds auily bens.

suggest ways to promote effective family communication.
a-

summarize w's in which families can share and cooperate to achiaie mutuaLegoals.

describe specill problems (e.g., divorct ilcoliolism, disease, dear, which occur in families and wallta. coping

with them.

r" describe community resources available -11. help families achieve goolw and stain solutions to iproblems.
.

Program Goal The studeitt will be able to relatt, Knowledge of adult roles -self mu readiness to assume. there

Course Goals The student will be able lo

describe the physic4socialand emotional development ofadoleints and adults throughout fife.

describe the waYiriVv-hfCh personality a=d-self-concept develop ana change throughout life.

-describe the impact,of self-concept and 7ersonality on relationslups with others.

suggest strategies for developing anti maintaining a postitive self-concept. and personality.

describe the nature of values. goals and nnilosophies of life and their significance in human interaction.

identify personal values. goals and philosophy of life.

describe the characteristics of an emotionally mature person.

describe the signifkance of friendships and ways they can be developed

recognize the foie of dating in developing interpersonal relationShips,

describe the nature of adult roles and living pasterns.

summarize factors which iiifluence selection of a marriage partner.

suggest ways of determining readiness for marriage.

suhimarize the laws and customs associated with Marriage.

assess the factors involved in successful tuarriages.

2
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iest:w. of deterhuatus readiness for imirenthood. 50

diiiiribe chatiges which or in adult roles as a result of parenthood. 51
- ...

irliestwayvtu.establish piritive adult relationships with children. 52
. .

411iirsrways Otenstaingdiut the later years of life are satisfying ones. 53

igratinicalli The student will tmitile to use knowledge of human growth and development to provide effective care
and guidance for chddren in the family setting. t -

4..1
55

Comet..Iris The student will be able to

otiolzmibe the.reproductivear<ocess and the principles of heredity. 57

the'rebtionship.berwhien prenatal care and the health of mother and newborn..loaas 58
a .

ce=1111be the-stages. of prematal development and childbirth. 59

alurimarizi the physical. -4:11 and emotional adAtments associated with pregnancy and childbirth.' 60

(11%m-the both the naturt and causes of hereditary and_environmental influences associated. with pregnancy and
..-tai4s birth and the steps unizzii can he taken to prevenj.or minimize or optimize them. 61

.
staainarize the developrmenal. principles. and patterns associated with the physical, social, emotional and
1411ectua L4owth of tr t2i4s and paling children. 62

deszribe ways of meeting -n.:.: physical needs of infants and young children.
111/P

65

uesc7-tbt ways of.meeting :n--.; social, emotional and intellectual needs Of infants and young children. 66

describe ways of helping mldren learn through play 68

analyze the concepts 01 =.:aldance and iiscipline and their relation to the development of a healthy, happy and
weii-adjusted child 70

describe special situations (e.g., adoption, single-parent families, neglect, physical abuse, physical/mental
handicaps, illness, accide-tits i that may he associated with parenting and ways to cape with them. 71

suggest ways parents can promote the health and safety of children. 73

describe community rest -:uses available to help families with children. 75

describe Procedures whim- are likely to result in i'lhVcitiing 'wreriences mutually satisfying to parents, children
and babysitters. 77

recognize functions of tarnily planning 78

dram Goal The student will be able to evalual,e cower and training opportunities available in the area of human
services. - 79

Course Gohls The student will be.able to

describe specific occupations in the area of human services and factors which affect their availability. 81

describe ways of securing the training necessary to enter and advance in careers related to human services. 83

analyze requirements for entry into and success in occupations related to human services. 84

determine personal interests In and tents for occupations in the area of hum\on services. 85

apply human services skills to other occupations. 86
u
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Sliadents completing SUGGESTED learning experiences should help themsvives realize course goals.
realizing course "goals should help theMselves realize program goals_ 'Ism- realizing program

gels should help themselves realize the district goak beini able toincorawslte the concepts of
human develgpment and family liVing,into relationships with adults, peerrs MVO children within the
family and society .

-
To use the guide in developing a course, teachers may find the following pitlawesiole helpful.

'1. Study program and course goals to determihe whether they are aouliripriate for local use
or whether they need to be adapted.

2. Select appropriate program and course goals.

3. Develop appropriate performance indicators based on selected program and'course goals,
student needs, abilities, experiences and interests.

4. Select appropriate learning experiences. A variety at all levels of learning has been
included. Many (not iall) experiences have been. listed in order of complexity, from least
to more complex. -Though teachers of younger or beginning students may.wish to select
experiences from the beginning of lists, they may choose other useful experiences farther
down, depending on the previous experiences students have had. Conversely, though
teachers of older or pore advanced students may want to select experiences farther down
lists, they may find some near the beginning useful for review

5. Identify appropriate resources. Though resources have, for the most pap, been placed
next to' experiences where most applicable,. teachers will also find general references
placed at the beginning of some sections. These May prove useful for several experiences
in a section. Resgurces are numbered, and numbers are keyed to a resources section
beginning on page 89.

6. Implement plans and assess student outcomes periodically. Among many methods which
may be used for assessment. individual teachers might want to use some of the following:

Paper and Pencil I ectc

F7ccay tectk:

Objective tests -supply or recall (e.g., co
true/false, crossword puzzles)

Nontest Means

tion, matching, multiple choice,

Observational devices (e.g., the sts, rating scales, scorecard0

'Reporting forms (e.g., project repo s, activity reports and logs, questionnaires,
autobiographies and diaries, anecd al records)

Audiovisual techniques (e.g., tape re ordings, films, photographs, graphs)

Sociometric techniques (e.g., sociograms, social distance scales, social
sensitivity techniques. role playing)

Conferences

4 * I0
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GOAL-BASED PLANNING FOR HOME ECONOMICS

Oregon manages K-12 instruction by means of GOAL-BASED PLANNING (not competency -based
education). .

Goals are guideposts. They serve. to give i3urposeiand'direction to a plannihg activity. Goals provide
a common language for discussing the merits of various activities as thOse activities are carried out.

In home ecorroinics, just as in any other instructional program offered by an educational system, a
sdhse of,purpose and directi6n is essential to good planning. But what are these purposes and
directions? Where do tlify come from? Why should the home economics teacher be concerned?
These'fre qiiesitions to be -answered before effective planning of a home economics curriculum can
,proceed.

Each teacher must realize that planning a home economics curriculum cannot begin and end only in
a given classi-oom..lt needs to be done with a sense of similar planning in other classrooms and
district f within the state.-lb

The goals and goal-setting and competency- identification activities the Oregon Department of
Education prescribes provide districts a common reference for the planning process. In goal-based
planning, teachers must consider four goals. State Goals for Oregon Learners, district goals, program.
goals, course goals.

STATE GOALS `answer the question: What does the Department of Education thinka student
should get out of public schooling anywhere in Oregon?

DISTRICT GOALS answer the question: What do the local community:and its schools think a_
student ought to get, out of local schooling and how is that to relate to State Goals?

PROGRAM GOALS answer the question: What do the local curriculum planners and home
economics teachers think a student ought to get out of Arne economics and how is that to relate to
District Goals?

COURSE GOALS answer the question: What do the home economics teachers -think a, student
ought to get out of Human Development & surly and how is that to relate to Program Goals.?

Where, then, does competency fit in gMl-hasA planning?

It fits as a separate but related design. It is inerely one of three graduation requirements. Districts
plan and evaluate instruCtion*by means of COALS, goalslocal districts themselves write. Districts
assess whether students get diplOmas by means of COMPETENCY, CREDIT and 'ATTENDANCE,
requirements locar districts themselves /1,x- minivirons for.

COMPETENCY in Oregon, as probably across the nation, means being capable, fit. For students, it
means having demonstrated they can likely APPLY' outside school what they've already learnedin
or out of school. A competency in Oregon is merely a local statement fixed a8 proof,ALL students'
will likely be able to do tomorrow 'oufside school something the community has agreed is worth.
doing. It is a local statement calling for APPLYING kkills and information ACQUIRED front
probably several courses (not just one*) ... or from perhaps no courses at all. It is a local statement
ALL students must, demonstrate. If only SOME mustsay, dnly those who take Human
Development & the Familythe statement is NOT a competency in Oregon. Wlivers aside, ALL
students must demonstrate'ALL competencies.

.

Viewed, thenr, as two separate but related 'designs, goals and competencies may logic like this:

*To do otherwise may mean massive,record-keeping chores for questionably narrow or shallow competencies.

5
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For example, in home economics:

Irvin ,114

STATE COALS FOR OREGON LEARNERS

I tamer Nodther (.0111111141

DISTRICT GOAL
'' dti, I. the .11

I.11.1.11, e..p.1.cril MO Lund, Irving
1n1. rrLuenl.11q +. ,Itt !HI

.dino llrc 1.11,1,1, 11,1

rc

PRIX;RA'11 GOAL

7 I

1),. 0., I- J.5
I I

I I

I I

1 17.

Faintly
Member.

7

UNIT GOAL ELEMI-N FARM

okk
.4, Irte

Cfll!RSF GOAL SECONDARY
9.12

I I, nle,1, u Ill
, II, n. %III, I. 1.1111,11,s

1,11 1.11

I he term tow pal .u.cd at the elemtnurs irtel nl Itch ur, Ring rh e elements., pasts
generall, not do hled Awl the hIgh 1101,1yrw ',Ahern

MPETENCIES'

Ills offitIllIl I . stale.

I I ins) riall,111

1 1,

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

j
__J

11

The system of ioals"and competencies just described is designed to help the teacher and p ;ogram
specialist plan their own,home economics program. It promotes.a framework for planning that may
be shared by all those doing similar plannin5. It helps in planning for individual srudent goals and
interests.. to be don-6 within the limits of available resources. It should not be used to limit what is

.planned. Rather it should be used as u starting place..

The next four sections of this guide unfold suGGFstED learning experiences as ways to realize 53
SUGGESTED course goals, four SUGGESTED program eals and one SUGGESTED district goal
for HUMAN DEVELOPMENT & TILE FAMILY.

16
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;GESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to describe universal functions of the family,

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Working individually, develop a list of the functions the family performs (e.g., provides physical care, meets - 125.
emotional needs, socializes children). Using magazines, newspapers or art materials, create a poster or
collage depicting these functions. Share collages, noting similarities in the functions all families perform.

4
Look through a daily newspaper to local articles which directly or indirectly describe the functions
families perform. Share articles and sununari by developing a.composite list of functions fbr classroom
display.

View one or more television programs depicting a family or families. As you watch, record functions you
see the families perform. Share findings in a class discussion., noting similarities. COmpare these with
functions your own family may pirform.

Imagine ..

relationships daft
assume? How woul I HI
ideas in a class discussion t.

Using a series of slides; to .11,.
class discussibn, identify tin, Lindl. sr,,
the family in each culture. !Follow up t y 'N

Invite a person or a panel of 6ulosU why
that culture. In a group discussion, identity
culture and. in the local culture. End tiy id
shared bttii, those itom other cultures

.1 .

Working in. st# 'grcinps, .,,.
backgrounds g., Japanese Anietican,
discussion, identify common functions 1 fa111111eu

11 I

, , I

E I lI 1., 1 .1 11 Al it{
r11, 5s bt9IAv1 1 11,1 1 11 ill11S t 141

1..11 abi tit Anne , 13 hill c it 11.1

11 J 131 ..1 E1inC1411,E 1.0111

111E It I .u.ve. Shalt. findings. In it

As a class, identity what ngel ass,,,,,.., ti,
reponSibilitiq placed on it b, societ) t: g A paiehl ,:t.ii.iol pit vide I. liybl al _. 4..di. lui all fan[). In group:,
identify, ways different countries attel,,pi t,, allevidn. these i robi,.,ns. Shale fonlii,ph a class dis,:t.ussion by
focusing on similarities uncovered:

Atte' studying of dls. ussing it.
four to develop ciosswordvol.i
functions of the family (e
established befoletiand a9d daft t

given, relates to, d
Follow by compiling a puz.i.lc,'

per torn,

iew oiler ilitiht as -1
the years Share

\\ I 11..
IA, EU ,., I ..t

141Li X31 11. .1.3, tie:, )I& pill 41

.1. , ..I J.1 1. . . 814E3E1,4 ..l 1111tic

1. .1 1. Z.l,S ,,,ti 1111,11 11111.11e Et.) 11X 41111VC1,411

1411Z,, 11011(48.: Ale) 6111d :111105 tl.l judging d11111C5 diould be
:tit l,iulls .,t pu. acs L'>,aull

1.1,1L4t, 1,i1LLIzs and le laic a
1,1 (i$11.31 1.1. 6,3 rl Use as ,Eicy Allay .111, 11.111LEE.011E.

1

I1.11 II) I a.



SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to summarize types of family organizational patterns
in the U.S. and other countries.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCE:

Hold a class brainstorming session to develop a list oflypes of family organiz nal patterns (e.g., nuclear,
extended, s9cial, surrogate) and their internal structures (e.g., married with ildren, married without
children, single parent). In small group study teams, investigate the characteristic of the identified patterns
and structures. Share and compare findings in a class discussion.

Using magazine pictures or drawings, construct a bulletin board depicting family organizational patterns.
Snapshots of class members and families might be placed under appropriate categories to aid in the
illustration.

Construct enough small signs naming various types of family organizational patterns found in the U.S. and
other countries (e.g., nuclear, exthi 'el :I ) p r Ariee ,m( !. (Lars member. Diller-1z--
on class size, there may be Aflau el :1; s pill rum iiigr on your back yc
not see which pattern you have Alte.: pi to iot nli pal tern' by askirlig irtle,r class members ! is an

questions about its ckaractelisties (e g Dp Ii iutl, and undo; live in these :arailies? Do Childrer live
their natural parents?) Allei you have idenafied ) uul pattern, move to a designated area of the room
others who had the sem,: pdttkii .ised to determine the pattern you had.

After leading about th,.. ,,.. . It 11,. 11, U S. and odic&

in groups to S I.tbef mobil; parts (Aida' should dpir..t vat
family members includ,d) and Lang up fr., Suut.liatItc by mutt% the diffeter,-es airlatq
patterns illustrated

Walking lit stoups att I .. . I 1 101"111., .1. I .61.111, Ili..

the families most Iikt1; Lept It:lculuttal,(itta tfil;III.k1.11 by explaining how the vai

patterns were idenjilied

Prepare a JIIIVCy tau. awl Usc . 1ift. . I. a11uu..n, to idtlItii ). la. y

organizational patterns :Al th Imps vlik.;11 are p1 sent in you ior.al area ('unipile tine ,10

and prepare a bunillialy illustrati_411 uuLcla t/i per,entage i discovere,1

DIVIde III(U (VV, 1610111/3 ..1. I,/ I 1. lt.,,,,liatttabt I oi. 111.1.. ../Iti
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to analy,:e family-)nemb* roles.'

LEARNING EXPER IENC ES

As a class, identify words used to describe roles of family members (e.g., mother, father, sister, spouse).
Using classroom resources, find definitions for each word and compile at" '-tionary of family roles."
Follow up by writing individual papers describing roles currently held in the fa ly and roles expected 'to
be held ten years froin now.

'Analyze your own family by listing the roles and responsibilities of each family member as you perCeive
them to be. lnterView one adult member of your family to find out what roles and responsibilities he or she
feels each family member has. Compare your list with the adult list, noting differences and similarities
between perceptions.
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to asses relationships between famill' organizational

. patterns and familylmember roles.

LEARNING. EXPERIENCES RESettit

Working alone or in small_groups, sect a possible family situation from a list (*e.g., elderly persol with
invalid spouse; mother or father Working and infant: single pargat on welfare with preschool chi.nren;
tlewly married couple both working)..C1Those one adult and identify responsibilities of each role. Foil-ow by
discussing the range of responsibilities adukts may assume in life an how roles and responsibilities are often

related to family organizational patterns.

Collect magazine pictures that 'illustrate family interaction And stiare them with the rest of the class.
Analyze each to determine whether any family-role expectations 4an be inferred and whether any evidence\
can be seen oUathily organizational influences ,that have determined each role. While analyzing the)
pictures, identify kinds or rniaht rip if ;my, of the roles were to be misunderstood or
presumed. Follow by ming it: !I t:l d t e , ni t 1t i

familiar.'

Working in groups as a 1,141h:.
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Survey several single paqnts in your community to determine the nature of each family member's roles,
including tasks. they are expected to perwrm by age acid sex. Compile findings by developing a chart
depicting roles assumed according to the sex of the parent and the age and sex of the children in the family.
Summarize by relating findings to a discussion concerning the effect of family organizational patterns. or)
family-member roles.

193
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able'to analv:e the role ()I culture in family traditions an

interaction patterns.

lr

EN,

LEAR7 EXPFRIFN('FS
4

Istterviewan adult member of yA- family ir rent, grand.pare , aunt, uncle) to discover cul tufa! and
ethnic background. Inquire about family traditions related to holidays, hiiihdays or other special events.

Share information -in a class discussion. tdentify similar and different traditions of class members.
Determine if similarities or differences cin he attrihuted to events in local history such as a particular
religious or ethnic group getting together (SI a particular historic event. Follow by writing abrief pagraph
describing family traditions you would continue or change, and why.

Working in groups, investigate the lifestyles and social, customs, of different cultures. Consider factors such

as choice of mate, courtship patterns,. -marriage traditions, age at marriage, divorce ,practices, family
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Locate poems, cartoons, Pictures or articles which illustrate or describe various family tradition; and ' 127
interaction patterns. Share in class and categoria,according to the cultural group(s) with which each is 129

1 associated. Use'what you learnetlieto develop.,,vs:pi more generaii/atiorIc *out the role culture plays irror 130
determining family traditions and interaction patterns. 131
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SUGGESTED GDURSE GOAL The student will be able to, analyze the interdependence /among the family,
1 community and society.

01/

LEARNING EXPERIENCES .1RESOURCES4

, I ft.

R

.v

In a class round robin, identify ways .families interact with the -ger community, (e.g., depend on
fire/police protection, depend on jobs provided by industry, providt ..anx, pay taxes). Working in groups,

use the ideas generated to develop a picture /word documentation l ne interdependence-which exists
between family, community and society. If you wish, place aocumenramons in a class notebook,for use by
other classes in your school.

.. ..
, . .

Arrange to attend a school board or city council meeting. While there, note decisions made that Kniraffect
the, family (e.g., school board decision to start -school earlier/later in the year or earlier in the:, y or a
r r_I-; .. .... -I--- c_-...1 ot.--- -1....2.....:,.......;- ,.I....... 1-.., ...in tiniv to t !IP P frP, t nr.fresrrirritmitv flin tinning
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Compile results in class, noting differences and similarities between age groups. Identify aspects of social
change illustrated and discuss their influence on marriage and family relationships.

,.
View Future Shock. Discuss implications for families, communities and larger wimp. Suggest ways to help 267
individuals and families lessen stress caused by changes in technology.

r
-

../ I
Invite a person or paliel of guests who are familiar with one or more foreign countries to discuss ways the
family depends on the community and -the larger society in tho e Countries. Ask about ways the .

ity and society affect the family in those countries too. Co pare with thesituation in the U.S.,
otbevimilaritit in the interdependence among the family, cori un y Id society.

,_._

./

o
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The.student will be able tAo-valuate changes in the family over the life cycle.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCE

Work as a class to brainstorm changes that take place in the family over the life cycle (e.g., addition of a

new baby, unemployment or employment of father/mother, move to a new neighborhood, retirement).

A Divide then into groups and-develop lists of the possible effects each of these changes might have on family

relationships and responsibilities. Share ideas in a class discussion.

Find and bring to class cartoons or comics depicting families at various stages of the.f4mily life cycle.
Divide class members and cartoons into groups (e.g., newly married pair; family with young children, with
school age children, with teenagers; "empty nest"; retired couple) and identify changes evident in each, . . *Ina atnrinttc etnaPc of thn

Vv .
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will he able to ana11 7e the roles coal re.sysibilitiev of:paleats in a..
family.

ao,

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Ph one large or several srhall groups, brainstorm "wl t parents do.- Then divide the functi iis into
categories such as physical care, emotional support and uncial responsibilities. Ask your pare is what
they identify as their roles. As a-class, discuss various perceptions of the parental rope. End h writing
paragraphs beginning with "The ideal parent ... .-

Invite a panel of parents".to discuss what it's like to be li parent. If possible, ask pa'renfs with children of
varying ages. You'may wish to prepare questions regarding pargtalioles and responsibilities to submit to
the panel beforehand. Summarize new insights gained in a follow-op class discussion.

Identify differences-in parental . ,%, 311. . i

ways a single parent can cope w i . I I I ol :I: ,. ,, ,1

Parents Without Part9.,ers to 'del,. ty .. ,:. .., 11..1t,:. : ,

7
follow up class discus 'oil ,-

1 1'a III
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student. will be able to .suggest ways to establish and maintain gdod
relationships with parents and other significant adults..

.16

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

..
..

.
HUM a class round robin to identify common areas of concern and conflict between poareats and teenagers - 22

(e.g., choice oft:friends, clothing and hairstyles, money, privacy). Then, working in groups, attempt to 21

establish whylhese are sensitive issues for both parents and teenagers. Follow by identifying factors 'which 11

may influence parent and teenager relations in these areas (e.g., age. communication, interests). Sharelideas 143

in a class discussion. 13

...View What Are Parents For, Anyway or Understanding Your Parents. Select an example of a time when
you did not understand or dislicireed with an acrion taken hv.vour Parents. Write a short analysis of4the
situation from a par: it I 11(

and summarize by disci., i

View How to Live .11
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL . The student will be able to suggest Ivays 0, ectahlich and maintain good
relatioliships with siblings.

-Zr
. . .

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES
a /

/

Survey members of your class or another c)'ass regarding common conflicts withebrotliers, and sisters.
TabujaV responses and afialyze them. What are common -conflicts? What factors are involved in sibling
relationships? Suggest solutions to,the jnost common conflicts. 1

2

W king in small groups and using case studies involving sibling relationships, identify* problems or conflicts.
uss possible solutions to the problem's.

, . . :0
View Brothers, SiVers,:i'eelinga and You ThCrt A ;1 I ! i (:(1111

that you might commonly exp ,ie-ti.:t., 010 a UT( h ti I 11 t . i , t, pursZ

experiences and filmitrip ideas tu siuglest' pcs:ThIc it iii 1 .., I 11 I. t l I z I. hinci
share conflicts and get solutions, note thuse buten .,us i J I 11. 1: '. 11,,t )1:: , r el ft Alit

more suggestions
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LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

,* , .

,ViewPeegOlbw kiuld You Lilo to Be Old?; Cramp: A Man Ages and Dies; WhenParenti Grow Old ori 1

.-

Aging' to 4011110p feelings Of empathy with elderly persons.'Evaluate ygur libility to empathize with elderly
people with ,whom you have_ arelationship, Suggest ways to deinpnstrate greater empathy for elderly
friends imdfaiiiily.tliembers.

., . ,
Btallast&m the 46/Wage's and. disadvantages of an extended or threegeneration family by answering
qUestiotft such as ..'. :

,:.':`.
- ,Why might each of the tintee generations have both positive and negative 'feelings about this living

' arrangement? : 1.` . .
-. What changes might occur in 0 family if it were suddenly to include an olderfamily member?

:)- 1-10W:_would4that family cope with these changes? .
-r !

C ir;
Discuss your responses as a class orein small grous,

..- . . : ... . .. . .

--> Invite a panel, of seniotcuize who live in a variety of situations e.g.,f their own home, a retirement
complex, an extended,farifilf) it tell about theniselves and what it is like to be a senior citizen today.
Students may wish to prepare questions in advance regarding particular concerns about ".being old" today.-

tr.

Summarize Insights gained iii, a fqllow-up,clasg discussion% . , , .. ...,
. . .. .

.

. e
-Pretelli:Fyol.1 are 80 years old arid are looking back on your life. What has happened to you since your
:.y.otith*Wohat is,111e like 'for you.,now'? What. resources.are.available.to you? Write a paper describing how it

... : feels to he 80-011,ts old,SnareTJpers,-noting differences and siMilarities inArceptio.ns.
.

altin'e,' rank the following. problemsrelated to retirement adjustment from the greatestto least
-Ptoblematfc

I.. .boraciOm
. 2. hying arrangements
34' feelings orworthlessness

/. 4. ,health
5. finances and standard of living

'6.
7,
'8.
9-,

10.

marital relationships
loneliness
loss of work relationships
death; bereavement
legal affairs

..,In.sinalrgrouN, compare rankings and reach a consensus. Then, as a class, reach a consensus on rankings.
Compare class results with those givens in the pamphlet Ranking of Problems Related to Retirement
Adjustment: ^

health
finances

3.. standard Of living
4. marital relationships
5. loneliness

8.

10.

living arrangements
boredom
feelings of worthlesne§s.,,
loss of work relationships
legal affairs

Tq. simulate- .old age, work in small group's to assume impairments common to ome
,Suggestians-foi- impairments and tasks which illustrate them include the following:

Impairment

1.4 .5ight

3.

Hearing

Arthritis

Task

older persons.

0
i - 'read aloud a paragraph from an unfamiliar source

2. report what you hear when sentences are read in a soft whisper

3. tie a shoe. peel an 'orange, button a shirt, sew on a button, or play a
card game wearing mittens

14;

2 7

286
327
322
302
253
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5. Dental 5. try to eat a carmel or a raw apple without chewing

6. Invalid 6. get to a ringing telephone by the third ring with shoes tied together

Compare difficulties and discussteelings as a class.

Invite the director oan extended care facility tp discuss the physical and social needs and characteristics of
elderly persons. Pind out about things such as the relationship between opportunities for social contact and
the health and well-being of elderly persons:An the activity and dietary needs of elderly persons.Uselwhat
you learned tp develop a list, Of ways families can work to meet the needs of their, elderly members.

cLf-,.
Arrange to visit an extended care 'facility .for a few hours. While there, make mental notes about the
physical setting, services provided (e.g., medical attention, food service) ajld social interaction between the
residents In a follow-up class, discussion, determine whether all the needs of the residents were being met.
Compare with, the extent tp which they could be met in a private home. Summarize by sharing feelings
about the need for (*desirability of living in an extended care facility.

Viewa film or filmstrip about conimunication and the elderly. Summarize techniques presented that can be
used to communicate effectively with elderly persons. Apply what you learned in future encounters with
the elderly. Share results in a class discussion,

%.7.14'
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LEARNING EXPERIENCES

.. ange a group of dominoes, blocks or buttons where class members cannot see them. Describe the 145
arrangemenrawl.ask the. listeners to. arrange their dominoes, blocks or buttons according to directions.
Students may not -ask questions during the directions..Compare results with the original arrangement,and 278

discuss what has happened. What frustrations were experienced by the students? by the person describing
the arrangement? DisCuss.the relationship between this experiment and daily communication. Identify Ways 376

daily communication dari be improved, 's
. '

f.
,

Identify the Components of effpctive -communication ,(e.g.,. listening, talkingverbal, body lan-
.guagenonverbal; writing, reading, feedback, ilarification). Discuss strategies,individuals can usitoto improve
their own. skills and ways to help others improve their skills. Keep a diary or log for a specified time (e.g.,
one or two days, a week) and record successful efforts at communication as.well as unsuccessful efforts. As
a follow-up;;select one example of poor communication and identify ways to improve the communication'

rshould the same' ituation arise again.
. . .

. . .

Using available resources, identify five steps for resolving marital conflict (e.g., establish the issue, stick to .143
. . .

the issue,. Understand each other, regard others feelings, compromise). Share identified steps and rationales 144
for using them., Select the five yoti feel would be most effective. Summarize by discussing ar explaining in 177

writing how the steps chosen might be used to resolve a hypotheticll problem.
.. -. ..

Using magazines and newspapers"; collect several pictures or cartoons illustrating body .language (e.g.,'
crossed armsintroversion; standing over a seater' person dornina s Mission; speaking with head.and
eyes loweredshyness). Working in groups, write captions for the pictur which express the messages yoti
feel are conveyed. Then, using tfrinted resources or resource persons in y r community, compare your ti
messages with those that would be conveyed in one or more other cultures. Share findings by discussing the
role culture plays in determining the nature and characteristics of human interaction, and the pitfalls that

ight result from relying solely on body langudge as cues in human interaction. . .

..
oose a partner and a topic for communication. Try to share information under the I011owing . 218

circumstances: .-

I
RESOURCES

I

Standing across the room from each other. V

One partner-standing on a chair and the other on the floor.
Both partners standing on the floor facing the same direction with one in front of the,pther.
Sitting and facing each other with one not using any facial expressions.
Sitting and facing each other with one not looking the other in the eye..
With one partner continually internipting the other. ,

With one partner reacting negatively to everything the other says.

Afterward, as a class, discuss the feelings that resulted in each communication situation. Use what you
learned to develop a list of basic rules for effective communication (e.g., talk at a close distance, talk at eye
level, fade each other, use facial expressions; make eye contact, wait your turn to speak, be positive).

rt/xen to a taped listening exercise or carry out a listening exercise in grouPs of five as follows: One student 376

whispers a story to another student while three students wait on the other side clf the room. The student
who has heard the story whispers it fo another, who in' turn repeats it to another and so on. The final 113

student then repeats the story out loud. Compare the beginning story with the final version, noting any
differences between them. Using the exercises as a basis for discussion, identify listening techniques that,
might be used to improve communication. Repeat the exercise using the suggestions and note
improvements.

xs.....:

With another student as. a partner, give a brief talk about a subject ,that interests you. When you are
finished, -ask that person to paraphrase what you have just said and answer any questions which result.
Share your experience with your classmates. Summarize by discussing ways` paraphrasing might be used to

0 improve the communication process.
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Working in pairs, Carry out the following activity: One student is given a highly dramatic message to convey
to .the other report.of an auto accident, birth of a child, notice of sweepstakes winning). He or she
may only use Weibbetish" for language but may use varying voice levels and body movements to convey
feeling. The receiving student is to attempt to clarify the message as it is being delivered. Share results as a
class and summarize by discussing the many ways messages are sant other than via the sppkenword.

Working in groups, develdp a list of situations you experienced or observed pi misunderstood in which poor
communication resultekin lost time,:inconvenience, arguments and other misfortunes. Share-,lists and
suggest communication- techniques which may have prevented the misunderstandings. Select one or more
teduilqueso use in future famlly communicption.

Keep a diary of communication in your home for one or two days, 49aking special note of words and
phrases, timing and -tones of voice 'which resulted in positive and negative feelings and reactions. Use
insights gained to suggest several strategies which can be used to promote effective family communication.

4

4
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LEAR*ING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Working, alone, identify several personal goals ( finish school, make the varsity team, learn tb drive) and 25

several family: goals (e.g., save for a vacation, pu) in a garden). In small groups, share and record, personal 36

and family goals. Folldw by developing a class poster depicting individual and family goals. Note similarities 59

and differences between them. For each difference, identify possible conflicts which may occur. Summarize 338

by suggesting ways such conflicts might be prevented, minimized or resolved. . 172

Investigate the use of a family council to facilitate family problem solving and decision making. Then,
working in family .council groupl of 4-5, develop a solution to a given case study. Summarize by discussing

the advantages and, disadvantage& the family council for solving problems and achieving mutual goals.

%told a class brainstorming session to develop two lists related to family harmony titled "Things that Make
life Pleasant at Home" and "Things that Make Life Difficult at Home." Select those items on each list for

which you are responsible and write a short essay describing your contribution. Share essays in class.
Follow by developing strategies for increasing the number of items on the "pleasant" side and decreasing

those on the "difficult" side.

Develop a questionnaire about.factors ,which do and do not contribute to family harmony (e.g., desirable
and undesirable behavior/practices on the part of parents, children and other relatives). Distribute to a cross

section of your cal community and tally results. Follow up with a class discussion centered around ways

to improve fmfilg harmony.

Survey sever' families in your community to determine the extent to which family members assume two

or more roles (e.g., father changing diapers, mother working, children doing laundry). Compile survey
results -in class and discuss the contributions multiple roles can mike to harmonious eamily relationships.

Invite a family counselor to discuss problems families have in cooperating on the achievement of mutual
goals. Ask the person to describe instances in which actual family goals were and were not achieved and
explain why. Summarize insights gained in a follow-up class discussion.

View a.television program or read a novel or short story about a family that worked to attain one or more,
mutual goals. Note specific steps taken and the success of each. Share observations in a class discussion.
Summarize by identifying strategies you might be able to apply in your own family situation.

View Problems in Human Relations: Resolving Personal Conflicts. Start .a journal and, for an extended.
.period of time (e.g.; one month, or longer)ereCord all.effort5,:,you niake to maintain and improve family

harmony ,ancl. cooperation, inCludinethe results, ;Of. those,.efOrts. Try to record both satisfaotioris and
frustrations and include an analysis of how you migh.itnProy,e4youirqer4w44,4*.;..kconsidey041r,.Ovhi;:;.::
personal motives, your feelings and the feelings 'of others in t4ese arialys4.i.P.4e:y,O4-jill'irrialAs a gunde.ror?,;:''

continuedifforts to maintain,family harm onyand cooperation..

Talk with members of your family to identify one goal all dienbeiOplilalikee,tO'.0111..etei:!:$011o.74...

'developing a plan (short- or long - range, depending on the goal) for achieving that goarIncltiO stiptiO
member can take. Ask your family to review the plan and suggest. modifications. TrYitajitPlirrient

plan: , : . ,...

k

379 ,,

After learning about ways. families can share and cooperate to achieve mutual goals, work in groups.To
develop a game which would require knowledge of these ways to win (e.g., monopoly-like board, roll dice,

answer questions on cards to mote indicated number of spaces). Trade games between groups and play
them art unit review.
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disease, death) which occuiinjamilies and ways of coping with them.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

As a class, identify special problems that may occur in families. Use of headings "crisis situations" (e.g.,
accidents, divorce, death) and "diiorganizing situations" (e.g., moving, changing jabs) may serve to clarify
thinking. Divide into small groups to investigate the nature of each of these problems, including
contributing factors ind impacts they may have. Share findings in a class discussion.

View Not Together Now: End of a Marriage or It Has Nothing to Do with You. Summarize the problems 283
associated with divorCe from the perspective of all persOns involved (e.g., husbpd, wife, childreg, relatives, 272
friends).

Locate arld read magazine artidts and case studies about divorce. Analyze each and develop a chart listing 115
final reasons for the divorce, factors which contributed along-the way and problems faced by the persons
involved. Share charts in. a class discussion, 'noting° similarities and differences among cases. As a follow-up,
invite a marriage counselor to share .further information about the nature of divorce. Compare4ith
previous !earnings.

Take a field trip to a domestic relations court on a day when the cases heard will relate to divorce. Arrange
to -have a- -judge Or attorney explain the procedures andproblems associated with sephiation and divorce
from a legal standpoint.

Interview one cis more divorCed persons you know to learn about the types of adjustments that need to be 199
made after divorce (e.g., managing finances, renewing confidence, overcoming isolation) and determine 192 "
ways of successfully making them. Share findings in a class discussion.

Invite a representative of your local mental health clinic to discuss kinds of common mental health
problems and ways to recognize them. Distinguish between mental health and physical health. Follow by
identifying steps which can be taken to prevent, minimize or cope with mental health problems.

Invite one or per e parents with a mentally retarded child to discuss the special challenges faced by the 23
family and wa s they have been.met. Summarize insights gained ilia follow-up class discussion.

AS a class, select a special problem' teenagers may have;which may affect the entire family1(e.g., teenage
alcoholism, unplanned pregnancy, disease, school dropout). Investigate the nature of the problem through,
perhaps, reading and interviews. Invite guest speakers knowledgeablek the area to share their perspectives.

' Thee, as a class or in smell groups. draft a proposal to help solve or alleviate the problem.. Identify resources
needed to carryout the proposal.

1avite one or more senior citizens who may be widows or widAers to sre their experiences witirthe
class. Summarize main points covered, paying particular attention to the c lenges of being single again in re

r 'the retirement years. ,

View Death and Dying: Closing the Circle .W rite a paper that describes the closest experience you have had 316 0
with death, the feelings you experienced at the time, and your ideas about the meaning of death. Share
papers in class and use new insights gained to develop one or more generalizations about the nature of 200
death.

Invite an attorney to discuss the provisions of state and federal laws related to, death (e.g., pfoperty accrual,
burial regulations). Summarize main points presented in a review discussion.

View Living with Dying. Write a brief paragraph titled "What If Died." Describe coping strategies 339
that would enable you to face this situation in a constructive planner. Share ideas in a class discussion,

View Dealing with Stress. In a large group session, list possible reactions to several stressful situations which 315
may occur in families (e.g., death of fatherwithdrawal, increased activity, assumption of new roles).
Determine whether each reaction is likely to have a politive or negative effect on relieving the stress. As a 14

27
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follotv-up, divide into grotips-to.identify effective, step-by-step strategies that mig be used to handle stress
(e.g., types of relaxation, communication). Share ideas and discuss possible step ple could take to
develop these skills.

i"
View Changes. Draw upon what you learned and your personal experiences to develop a list of positive 258
opportunities that could appear as the result of a crisis situation (e.g., growing as a person, helping others, 1

finding new friends, discovering hidden strengths). Follow by discu,ssing ways positive thinking can help one 19

cope with us minimize problems which may occur during one's life. 26

28
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LJUVIGJ I EJJ LAI UM= knIAL, SRC siucient win ye note to aescrwe community resources available to nap
families achieve goals and seek solutions to problems.

.tr

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

As'a class, identify categories of family concerns that may occur jn a variety of different. families (e.g., .160
physical health, mental health, economics and finances, shelter/housing,' and family planning). In small
groups of four or five students, with each group taking responsibility for one concern -and using a local
phone book or community directory as resources, identify community resources that are available to help
families solve problems and achieve goals. Share findings and compose a class list of .resources. Duplicate, if
desired; to distribute to interested persons. As a follow -up, identify needed services not available to families
in your area. Develop suggestions for ways the community might work together to establish h needed
serviceforTrunilies and forward to appropriate persons .

Using the family life cycle ail basis, divide into groupaccording to various family stages. Identify five or ..-

more problems related, to each stage and investigate community resources designed to assist' with them.
'Share findings in a clvs discussion. .

Look through newspapers to locate articles describing resources atonable to families in 'your community.
Sokt articles according to the specific services provided. Share information gained by preparing a bulletin
board-or-collage for-school-Or classroom display..

Interview teachers in your school or adults in your community to fmd out about community resources tli..
have used in an attempt to solve problems or achieve goals. Select one resource mentioned and write a short's
paper describing its services and advantages and disadvantages. It may be necessary, in some cases, to do
some further investigation after selection of a resource. Share papers in a class discussion noting differences
and similarities between evaluations of the same resources.

..,

Ask a representative of United Way to discuss the purpose and principles of the organization as well as how .

t functions. Find out about ways community members can assist with United Way efforts, if they so desire.

:iv
Invite a representave from your community's volunteer bureau or a similar group to tell -about services

' provided for famifies in the community. If your area does not have a centralized agency, contact several
representative agencies for a panel of speakers. Identify services available.and ways students might become.
involved.

Investigate the concept of lifelong learning. Define the term and identify the implications for families.
Investigate opportunities available to family members for lifelong learning. Discover what youyeommunity
college, community school or Education Service District provides.

Ask a representative of a consumer credit counseling bureau to discuss the services offered to families with
financial problems. Summarize services provided in a follow-up class discussion.

.Develop and use a questionnaire related to financial services provided by local banksor lending institutions
(e.g., credit bureaus, finance companies). Summarize findings by comparing services.provided. Follow by
developing a pamphlet to aid persons who need financial assistance in reaching their goals. .

After investigating community resources available to help families solve problems ana achieve goOls, play
"resource roulette," The game proceeds as follows: Class divides into two groups. The first member of
group one spins the pointer on a roulette wheel, which has sections' identifying common family problems
and goals. To gain points, the. team member must name one community resource available to families to
help solve the problem or achieve the goals. If a resource is not named, the other team gets a try. The-game

-4
-;'! proceeds with S A,teams alternating spins of the wh'-'1 and naming resources until a predetermined number of

points is earned.
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SUGGESTED
PROGRAM GOAL

The student will be able to relate knowledge of adult roles to self and readiness to
assume them.

Classroom teachers should develop their own performance indicators related to
these suggestions, continually altering them to reflect local concerns, changing
societal and environinental issues, and new discoveries that may influence
information and technology, '

tL
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SUGGESTED- COURSE GOAL The student will be able to describe the physical, social emotional
development of adolescents and adults throughout life.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES' RESOURCES

View a film or filmstrip about the physical changes that occur, during adolescence. Submit questions
may have to a class question box. Invite a nurse, a counselor or physician to discuss the questions with the
class.

After viewing films or filmstrips depicting the physical, social and emotional changes which occurduring
adolescence, investigate the social history of adolescence in different cultures. Share findings. In a class
discussion, identify reasons for stress *hich often occurs during this stage of life and explore how it affects
interpersonal relationships in jlifferent cultures.

Use classroom and library resources to locate definitionsegf the term "developmental task." Share findings
and discuss the relatiimiships which exist between developmental tasks, huinan needs, and the social and
emotional:changes which occur during adolesoefice and later life stages.

Compare and contrast the developmentql stages of the human life Cycle as described by Erik Erickson and
the family life cycle described by Evelyn Duvall. Prepare chins or diagrams of each to facilitate

--comparison. Explain how these theories contribute to our understanding of how individuals and families
continue to grow and deVelop throughout life.

Working in small groups, select a life stage -and investigate the physical, social and emotional changes
associated with it. Compare findings and determine which changes affect primarily the individual and which
affect oihermembers of the family unit as well (e.g., parents, grandparents, siblings, children). Discuss the
social and emotional behavior and problems characteristic of each stage, including their effect on other
family members. Summarizes y suggesting possible ways conflicts or stresses associated with each stage
might be minimized, and share with entire class.

As a class, divide into five groups representing the develop ental stages of life beginning with adolescence
(12-19 yrs; 20-29 yrs; 3049; 50-65; 66 and over). Com ete one or more .of the following activities.
Summarize by developing a chart itlotrating the social and emotional changes which occur during
adolescence and later life stages.

'16

1. Organize skits depicting the positive and negative aspects of each life stage. Examples
might.tirClude:

12-19 years. Much social activity but some _difficulty accepting adult authority.
10-29 years. Pleasure of choosing own career and lifestyle but economic
difficulties in the beginning.

. .

30-49 years. E,asing of financial burdens but difficulty rising cli-ildren through
developmental stages. r ,

50-65 years. Enjoyment of grandchildren and increased freedom but difficulty
adjusting to changes in family structure.
66 on. Ease of retirement but tliffiCulty using up extra leisure time.

2. Invite a /panel of guest speakers to discuss the positive and negative aspects of each
stage.

I .. .,
3. Interview several persons in each life stage about the positive and negative aspects of

their lives.

Using available resources exaniine what is meant by the term "aging." Determine what physical, social and
emotional changes take place in the aging process and ways of coping with the aging process. Select one
iss related to-aging- to examine in-depth. Work individually or in small groups and share findings with the
w le class. Summarize by identifying positive strategies to help individuals age gracefully.

Bra - al a list of common adult crises (e.g., divorce, accident, premature death of spouse, loss'oss bf job).
PiScover 'what community resources are available to help individuals and families cope withthese crises and
follow by developing several strategies for dealing with each.

33
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Compose a story about what you will be like. in 20 years and 4in 40 years. Examine your overall
development and your relationships with other people. What do you. hope 'to accomplish and why? Id a

group, discuss whatimpact self-expectations have on the actual courses of lives.

Invite a guest speaker to tell about opportunities for adult education in your community. Examine the
rationale. for adult education, and relate it to the concept 'of the "lifelong learner." Summarize by
discussing reasons why adults need or want education, after age 30.

lY

I.
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to describe the ways in .which personality and
self- concept develop and change throughout life.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

View Johnny Lingo. As a class, by citing examples illustrated in the film, explore ways in which 274\
self-conceptcan develop and change.

Use available resources to find definitions of the terms self-concept and personality. ,Then, working in
groups, dram; on butcher paper around one classmate. Inside the drawn figure, list hereditary factors that
may. influence the 'development of self-concept (e.g., health, body characteristics). Outside the figure, list
environmental factors which may be involved in forming one's self-concept (e.g., successes/failures, school,
friends), Repeat for the development of personality. Follow by constructing a bulletin board `illustrating the
nature of self-concept and personality and the factors which may influence their developmerit-;

View one or more films, filmstrips, or slide series dealing with the nature and formation of self-concept and 266
personality. Use what you learned to write a short essay describing the factors or forces which may 291
influence the development of self-concept and personality. 375

290.

Using-, large sheet of-paper, draw a picture name tag which describes "you" (e.g., hobbies, interests, likes,
activities, future plans) or construct a poster, collage or coat of arms that expresses an image of "you."

, Share name tags, posters, collages or coats of arms. Discuss how personality and self-concept develpp and
changei,

Construct a "truth book" about yourself by locating poems, collecting pictures and writing about activities
and thoughts that de%cribe your personality and self-concept. Analyze your collection by identifying
specific factors that may have influenced the development of your personality and self-concept.

Using a 12.2 x 18" sheet of paper, draw a picture of yourself and put your name on the back. Do as
complete a job as possible and do not show the pictures to others in class. Put the names of all class
members in a hat. Select the name of another student and draw a picture of her or him, putting her or his
name on the back. Afterwards, scramble the pictures and see if you can match your self- portrait with the
portrait done by someone else. As a group, discuss why we may not view ourselves as others view us, how
appearance influences personality and vice versa, and the difficulty of transferring aspects of personality to
,paper. Also, examine the impact that self-concept has on how we visualize ourselves. '

a Brainstorm a list of changes or happenings Which may alter an adolescent's self-concept (e.g., getting braces
on or off; increase in bust size, new htircut, election to rally or other school office, participation on varsity
athletiC team) and disCuss .whethet the change is "real," "finagined,"or both. Devtiop strategis for coping,
with these changed in self and others. Discuss why adolescents may be especially prone to'ovetleact tb such
changes.

Working in groups and, using available resources, investigate various aspects of personality development
(e.g., trust, autonomy, initiative, accomplis(iment,tidentity, intimacy). Find pictures which illustrate each
aspect of personality development discovered. Construct a bulletin board showing how these aspects relate
to needs and developmental tasks in different stages of life. Finish by discussing how aspects of personality
may be developmentally linked and bow and why personality changes occur throughout life.

Investigate what`happens to the self-concept and personality of adults or teenagers who are handicapped or
disfigured as a result of an accident or disease. In small groups, examine the plight of mastectomy patients,
amputees, or paraplegics faced with changes and limitations brought on by accident or disease. Invite a
representative of a vocational rehabilitation or other organization which helps people cope with such situa-
tionstions (e.g., Reach to RecoveryAmerican Cantle Society) to describe available resources as well as the roles
self-concept, personality and attitude play in re meration.

Review A. H. Maslow's hierarchy of needs (Motivation and Personality, Ind Edition, New York: Harper &
Row, 1970) and identify the needs which must be met before self-actualization can occur. View one or
more films which depict self-actualized people. Afterward, list characteristics the persons possessed and
relate these to their self-concepts and personalities. Summarize by discussing the role both self-concept and
personality play in reaching self-actualization.
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will fie able 5o describe the impact of self - concept and personality
on relationships with others.

LEARNING EXPEA FENCES 4.1
RESOURCES

.... \:,.
Locate several poems which illustrate positive or negative self-concepts. After reading, and working in small

groups, identify Several specific ways self- concepts can afftct people's relationships with othersOhare ideas

in a group discussion. ---

..,
.

Read .one or more excerpts from a book about transactional analysis. Use the transactional self-concepts 4

"I'm OK, you're OK; I'm OK, you're not OK; I'm not OK, you're OK; I'm not OK, you're not OK"-to 13 lit
cli,scuss the following questions: .

0.
. 10

Whit behayior might be expected from each of the four self-concept types?
Is an individual always the same or is it possible to have different attitudes atklifferent times? If so,

why? .

Which self-concept type are you likely to want to spend the most time with? Why?

Summarize by developing a generalization about the role self-concept plays in interpersonal relationships.

Using' newspaper articles, identify personal and social problems (e.g., child abuse, suicides, drug abuse)
which may be related, to the lack of positive self-concept. Share findings in a dais discussion by pointing
out specific ways poor self-concept may adversely affect interpersonal relationshipi (e.g., the relationship
between an adtilt's self-concept and the formation of a child's self-concept). ,

Select several situations commonly faced in daily living. Divide into small groups with different situations.
Discuss these situations, suggesting what happens if a,person has a negative self-concept and then suggesting
what occurs with a positive self-concept. Discuss the differe ces which re It in relationships with others as
a result of self-concept differences.

. ..

Invite a representative of your local mental health clinic or aflinily counseling center to d scribe the role
self-concept plays in positive mental health and in positive family relationships. Discuss he value of a
positive self-concept and ways to maintain a positive self-concept in relationships with others. Identify
problems that a family may face if one or more members lack positive self-concepts.

Using a variety of resources, define the term "personality." Write a description of your peisonafity,
analyzing what you perceive as your strengths. and weaknesses. Keep a journal of your interactions with
others for a day or a week. Then examine your journal for evidence of the, irripact of y.?ur persgnality on
your.relaiIonship with others. Write a summary of what you have discovered aboul yourielf tkough this

.

experience.

View, Your Personality: The You Others Know or Personality: Roles-YozPhay. List qualities commonly,
thought of,as personality traits under two columns labeled "strengths" and "weaknesses." Determine the

impact each strength and weakness may have on relationships with others. Use what you learned to develop
a generalization about the impact personality can have on interpersonal-relationships.

374

349

`View Why Am I Afrao Tell You Who I Am? List the various personality types illustrated. Write 373

descriptions of people you krrow who seem to fit these personality topes, using no names. Share
:,..iilescriptions and discuss in relation to how personality affects relationships with others.

Make a resolution to say only positive things to other people for one day. Observe what changes occur in

your relationships with others. Discuss your observations in class. Can any or all aspects of personality be
changed as easily? Why or why not? What happens to others when you change?

Using the daily or Sunday comics, collect examples of the impact of personality and self-concept on
relationships with others. Which comic characters seem to have positive self- concepts and relVionships with
others? Are poor interpersonal relationships always a result of a low self-concept or negative personality
trait? Why or why not?
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'SUGGESTED.' COURSE .,GOAL The student will be able to suggest strategies for developiv and maintaining a
positive self-concept and personality.

4

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Read bn5 or more articles or books on the subject of sea- concept. Explain why many professionals and
' 'authors maintain that it is essential to like yourself before otherg can really like you. Deyelop a list of

personal strategies for learning to "like" yourself better. In a discussion, share your strategies with each
other.,

.:
A 11

.. i,

Investigate Strategies for deyeloping a positive self-concept by reading or by viewing films and filmstrips. 380
Share findittgs in a class discussion. As a follow-up, set goals and work 'to improve your own self-concept.
Areas you might like to work on include: improving education, appearance, work or leisure activities; 24
de,loping an accurate assessment of your strengths and weaknesses; maintaining a positive attitude and
keeping company with others who think positively; developing more effective-strategies for carrying out 19
school or work activities; or getting along with friends, parents or siblings. Evaluate your progress at regular
intervals.

if. 26

Investigate the effectiteness of the WIN strategy, for developing and Maintaining a positive self-cOncept-by
,

recording three of yofir bwn WINs every day for five/days. (WINs are good things that happen to people--
every day, such as: "I received a good grade on a ft'st"; "I got my homework finished early'; "I helped
prepare dinner, and Dan said 1t was good"; "Jim smiled,at me when I passed him in the hall"; "I got to play
the whole first quarter in the game yesterday.") Share WINs in a'class 'discussion. Follow by developing one
or more generilizations about the relationship between recognizing WINs -in self and others and the
development and maintenance of positive self- concepts.

io

Review the Cycle of Human Love (feelings of acceptance) and the Cycle of Human Rejection in resource
93. Hold a class round. robin to develop a list of suggestions for ways one can promote feelings of
acceptance and minimize those of rejection in self and others. '

93

Read "MyDeclaration of Self Esteem:' from Peoplemaking. Develop your own "Declaration of Self 225
Esteem" using insights gained from the reading. If you wish, share "declarations" in a class discussion.

A

As a class, brainstorm aspects of personality that might be considered negative rather than positive. In a
round robin, give suggestions for ways persons might minimize these negative aspects of personality. Follow
by confidentially listing the ten major strengths, and ten major weaknesses of pour own personality.
Analyze each and write a short, confidential pap& describing strategies you could take to eliminate one or
mote of the identified weaknesseg. IN

, . ,
. ..--. .

. :

..
.

Divide into groups representing' various age groups (e.g., 2.5, 7-11, 12-'17, 18-25, 25-45, 45-65, over 65)./21
N

For each age group, brainstorm aspects of physical, social and emotional development unique to that stage.,....

Identify 'ways that development may threaten positive self concepts, then suggest strategies for fOste?ing
positive self-concepts. Share in a large group round robin. Compare and contrast strategies appropriate for
each age group.

-.4 -
Ask a preschool teacher to talk about strategies for fostering positive self-concepts in preschoolers. If
possible, observe a preschool situation and note how such techniques are used. Discuss how these
techniques might be used in the home with preschoolers.

Invite a representative of a nursing home and a representative of a senior center to discuss the value of
posiiive self-concepts for seniors. Ask them to share strategies for maintaining or reestablishing positive
self-concepts. Find out if any Particular constraints may hinder the maintenance of a positive self-concept,
including personality changes which may result from the aging process. Summarize ideas presented in a
follow-up class discussion.

Explore the possible correlation between poor self-concept and suicide. Read one or more current articles
or bookson the subject. Ask a psychologist or other mental health professional to answer questions about
the causes and prevention of suicide. Summarize new learnings in a class discussion.

4r
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;ESTEE) COURSE GOAL The student will be able to desCribe the nature ofdlues, goals and philosophies
of life.and their significance in human interaction.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Use one or more dictionaries tofind definitions of the terms "values," "goals" and "philosophies of life."
Share in a class discussion. Then, working in groups, use what you learnV to write group definitions of the
terms. Follow by writing personal definitions.. . , . .

Diaw- ikeiChes-,.Paste-iiiagailine pictures or make a list,, of four or five of your most valued possessions on
one piece of paper. On another piece of paper divided in thirds, illustrate four or five possessions most
valued by your family, foUr $affiie most valued .by your friends, and four or five most valued by members
of your community. In a large group discussion, compare sets of values, noting differences and similarities.
Summarize by suggeffing. ways in which the values of others influence personal value choices. Finish the
following incomplete sentences: .-

,.

By next wed' I 1.-.-" ilk- its I-...,-
Before I'm tEurty I , pi g tt
Before I di I hope .. Ile :r1

Share completed sense :..t3 II. 16,0

goals discovered by L.01.1irl.ctiti, C141 s I

Read a IlUVel 01 1 d

describing that petson': pint, .1.
kinds of factors that make up a pe.son's 1.

11,1 1;11 ,

Using available ,,. I,. .

Identify mottos o Heart rstates 'auto' is .1 Irv, .

inatittitions.°Cuirip I. and ,..,aan ast the Va.11. 4 /I

meanns :and 113_11 1.1 WI. of liak: 11,,114/11 1, H ill, 4 .1 l .

your values or philosophy 8f1116 1111,), On. II 31.

.1

I III. 4 ,

se, it .1 ,.NI ,1 s

I awil) wt
4,4 illisplayt ig then,

Working in'gmttps auiCCI a , Judal
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EAPIL/14; (IVO ,I.1 I I 1 I . , . 1.1
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philosophical viewpoin dod le i4h.e.b Old 60,114 (C t,liplldl isild passive' rests tailee,
nee.,11. Stow.; 1,14.1 th, u1,, ,i11,411Jfsl& eix)Hitler and the Nazis, fialfiet

Picionti you .,,... alt. ) ...a..1 ,,I,I (9.4 , 4. . i , ,,, ,i, ., I I Iii,i11 1..".1 II ,, I ,

groups, compact tn. se val,te. Id 6 I. , . , ,, 0 at II Libl,it :.141 i by ,/01 Mb WI o arc I ,,! lti I ii, ...I

and 65 years oil S44,4,441,411, LI l),' 4.1.:t hort ,i 1, ., ,, ,i,., 6, i c,Rili..A..fi,i3 ihr,,,n, the I .At Ili 4111th 11
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to identify personal values, goals an philosophy .of
life.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES
e't

RESOURCES

Obtain and complete a value survey such as that developed by Rokeach. Use whit -you-learned to write a
short'paper entitled "I Learned That I Value .. .." Share papers if you with.

From magazines, cut out five or more pictures of different new car models in a variety of prices (e.g., a
Chevrolet, Cadillac, Mercedez-Benz, Volkswagen, sports car, van) and post them op a bulletin board display.
Select the car you would most like to have and divide into groups based on the cars selecte 'scuss other
likes or dislikes you, as 'a group, may hold in common. As a class, share your find' s and dis if re
assumptions we make about other people's values based on their choice of car or other c nsumer goods.

Pretend that your home is on fire and you must leave very quickly. You do have time t et one or two
possessions which you can carry out with you. Decide what you would take and why. Summarize by
discussing what the selections )ilayi.(:

Pretend that it is nest week, then thill fig

in groups, develop conversation scenaci a Ilv,3I 111 I
if you had attained youf goals for next
for the rest of the class.

a l II 1;1 ij frotr. ru is h

I I ;II a ii, k font where y( u r 1111d

i nt.y f. s fro In 'low. Ena c

Using a large sheet of buf..tif:, , , a i,.. i . 1 . . . 1 . . . . , . 1 1 1 1 , , , ,I. ,Its . II it .., i I ;II yciatm LA your li fe aid itt
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SUGGESTED COURSE. GOAL The student will be able to describe the characteristics' of an emotionally
mature person.

LEARNING. EXPERIENCES ,REso0Ras

Complete a crossword puzzle focusing on emotional at ty. Follow by reviewing terms used to describe
an emotionally mature person and the meanings of each. Think of other terms not used in the puzzle that
would also be useful descriptors.

Read one or more textbook sections dealing with emotional maturity. Develop a class list of aspects of
emotional maturity (e.g., has positive self-concept, expresses feelings in constructive ways) and immaturity
(e.g., remembers past slights, often considers self first, angers easily). Giye examples ofeach without using
names. Follow by developing a bulletin board contrasting the differences between emotional maturity and
immaturity.
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL . The student will be able to describe the-significance of friendships and ways
they can be aeyeloped and maintained.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Using classroom .and library resources, locate quotations or poems about friendship. Share findings in class.
In a large group discussion, complete the sentence "A friend is someone who ..." in as many ways as.
possible. Use what you learned-to write a personal definition of friendship.

Hold a class round robin or br ..rming session to develop a list of the types and degrees of friendship
.

(e.g,, Typesboy/girl, same sex, qther/sister, old/young; Degreescasual acquaintance, 'mutual respect,
short-term, enduring).. Locate pictures which 'illustrate each type and degree of friendship and use to
construct a bulletin board. Follow up by writing a short essay about a friendship you have had with a
person of a different age or from a different cultural group: Share essays in class and summarize by rating
the contributions each type of friendship makes to the persons involved.

Interview one or more adults you know ilt+01. It

of things do you share with your friends'! IV! i

Report findings' in classquring a follow u) c, 1

friendships.

;1 V..i ; 'alai!. 9 I

I Mini IL e3, ) 11

ni dovel ti and inal.na
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to
interpersonal relationships.

raterecognize the r e of dating in developing
1 /

1

LEARNING EXPERIENCES
t

RESOURCES

Hold A class round robin or brainstorming sessfOn\t9 identify various forms of dating common in your
community today. Interview nts and grandparentssto find out about forms of dating practiced in the
past. Compare past and presen practices and suggest possible explanations for the differences discovered.

After studying the various forms and stages of dating, work in groups to develop skits depicting each (e.g.,
meeting at a friend's home, first date at a track meet, studying together every date): Present skits to the rest
of the class. Summarize by preparing a chart illustrating the varibus forms and stages of dating and The
characteristics associated with each.

Read one or more textbook sections dealing with dating. Summarize the functions of dating discovered
(e.g., exploring yews, FT,Fts 11-411."

Follow by preparing ,i pit nar ct

View going Steady. Afteiwmd, oioniz.
After reviewing the main points presented, st g
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SUGGESTED tOUR1SE GOAL The student will be able to describe the nature of adult r es and living .

patterns.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Hold a class round(robin to brainstorm the various kinds of adult roles (e.g., cook, worker, shopper, parent,,
money manager, spouse) and living patterns (e.g., single, married, roommate, nuclear/extended family,
children/no children). In small groups select one role or one living pattern 'to investigate. Attempt to
identify the, history of the role or pattern, its characteristics and the problems associated with it. Reporf
findings to class, using previewed films or filmstrips to illustrate findings, if desired. Follow by writing a
confidential paper describing which of the roles and living patterns will be most consistent Itivith your future
anticipated iifestyle and why you think so.

Invite a panel of single people and married couples to d' cuss their lifestyles, including the satisfactions and
frustrations, associated with them. Compare responses Of a class discussion. Then 'divide into two groups to

. _

assemble word or pie ti
a lifestyle.

investigate the characte
couples, and contacting
Reisterstown Road, Balpriii: I .

tions related to nonpareni
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Example:

1. Do you make your own bed?

2. Do you change the linen on your bed?.
3. Do you wash your own clothing?

4. Do you iron your own clothing?

5. Do you select and buy your own clothing?

6. Do you vin:i your

7. Do you provide H. H.; ill

8. Do you make y 05.1 101,11 .11

appointments?

9. Du you pd.). I.., j pc0 ,

10. Du yuu dt, ii,. .t.) al Thoint

. yuu so .0.,11,;11 I,

12. Do you clew yuu, , .,,,

13. Du yuu du tither h v. :

14 Do you It., t,

IS. Du yuu hay,. Li, II
'O. Do yuu t,wa ) /111 1, 11,1,i,

DI) you GVC1 b,, Ito 111loV it.

18 Ate yuu r, . ,,,,, I,.

19 Du you ,t,

20 Mt..: y,,u u,..1, ,

necest.my for .1C,4

Always Sometimes Never

3 2' 1



SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to summarize factors which influence selection of a
marriage partner.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Finish the following incomplete sentences by listing ten qualities for each sentence: I'd like my best friencj
to be'.; I'd like my girl/boy friend to be ...; I'd like my mate to be ...; Share lists and note the

'similarities and differences. Follow by discussing how qualities which seem desirable,may sometimes differ
for friends and for mates. "..

View Are,You the One? List the factors presented in the film as being important to consider in selecting a 256 ,

marriage partner. Analyze the list by discussing whether you agree or disagree with the importance of each
factor. Follow by completing the attitude questionnaire, "What Am I Really Looking for in a Close 144
Relationship?" to identify qualities that would be of importance to you in seledting a marriage partner.

II, 4'
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to suggest ways of determining readiness for marriage.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Locate and read articles that discuss the differences between love and infatuati Use what you learned to
develop a two-colua list of the characteristics of love and infatuation on the blackboard, a poster or for
overhead projector. Compare the items in each column and discuss the similarities and differences
discovered.

After identifying fgelings commonly confused with love (e.g., physical attraction, pity, possessiveness,
desire to hurt or behurt, sharing unhappiness, desire to help, achieving status), select one and write a short
story (real or hypothetical) about a romance that has been colored by the feeling. Share stories. Afterward,
discuss ways in which an analysis of one's feelings can be used to determine a person's readiness for
marriaie.
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to summarize the laws.and customs associated With '-
marriage.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Read a section about engagement in a textbook of your choice. Hold a class discussion to summarize the
nature and purpose of engagement as presented in the texts and to explore class reactions to the statements.

Search through current magazines and newspapers to locate articles that describe danger signals which
sometimes appear during the engagement period. Share articles. Summarize by discussing these questions:
What might be the appropriate action(s) for each danger signal? Why is it important to recognize potential
problems during. the engagement period?

Using classroom and library resources-and interviews, it necessary, work in groups to investigate laws related
to marriage in C regon (I
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to asges-s the factors involved in successful marriages.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

4,3

View Marriage; Getting Married; or Married Lives Today; Marriage from Romance Magazine .to Reality; 278
What Is Marriage?; or What About Marriage? Summarize the types of commitments and adjustments 269
involved in making a marriage work. Discuss in relation to actual martiages which have succeeded or failed., 279

341
371
369

27
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Locate and read articles or textbook sections dealing with factdrs that affect pa r oices (e.g.,
goals, lifestyle, heal ,,.economic resources). Follow by inviting a panel of parents or mar d couples who
have made different fttisions about parenthood to share their feelings about, and reasons for, their choices.
Summarize your findings by relating, them to the concept of marital success in a follow-up class discussion.
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to suggest ways of determining readiness for
pqrenthood.-

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

View one or more filmstrips dealing with the nature of parenthood. Use what you learned to develop lists
of responsibilities a parent or parents must be prepared to assume. Follow by develbping one or more
generalizations about factors which must be considered in determining one's readiness to be a parent.

Hold a brainstorming session to identify all types of possible reasons for having children (e.g., can give a
.child love and needed care, grandparents want grandchildren, can afford a child, 1-need to be needed, child
may improve marriage). Work in groups to identify positive and negative factors associated with each of the
reasOns. Shan- in a riacc liicrllccinn rPlaiino them tel wave of riptprminine readiness for oarenthood.
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to describe changes which occur in adult roles as a
result of parenthood.

I LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

tWorking in groups,, brainstorm changes that take place in the lives of persons when ey become parents.
Focus on immediate changes as well as on those that occur later (e.g., 5 years, 20 yea .,Interview persons
who have just become parents and per4uns who have heel' !fluent,' hit thIletent lengths of time. Share
findings. Use results to prepare a bulletin board timeline illustrating changes Which take place in adult roles
as a result of parenthood.

Pretend that you are "Shep," Margaux and Jeff Stone's German Shepherd dog. You' have been in the family
. nnp year InMarcraint and ipff hnoes ilact hrrmoht their firct
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and Use to creitelibulletin'bciard for classroom display.

theExplor.s idea of clAjdre'n as Affierica's most valuable resource by writing a short essay on the subject.
FOcus attention on why children can be viewed as a resource and what adults can do to ensure that the
resourCti is of high quality. Share essays in .a class discussion and develop one or more generalizations about

, the importance of positive adult 'relationships for.thildren.
.4.

WorRing alone, identify the three adults (besides your parents) who have most influenced your life to date.
ln. a short.PaPer, explain the influence they have had and describe why they were important to you. Share
Papers if You wish. Follow hY discussing ways adults other than parents influence the development of
children..

Arrange, to Watch ope or more television programs. While watching, record all the things you see adults
doing. Share observations in class by describing what you would have learned had you been a child
observing these behaviors. Sumtnaiize by discussing the 'role modeling plays in influencing a child's
ifevalopm en t!.

Arrange in interview several adult volunteeFs in your community who had positive and negative
relationships with their parents when they were children. Ask about specific experiences that fell into the
positive and negative categories and wh'y they felt these were so.' Share -findings in class. Follow by
suggesting Ways the negative experiences could have been avoided or made more positive.

Arrange to visit a nursery school or-grade: school class. While there,--observe-the adult-child interactions
which occur, noting those whiclrappear to be positive. Share observations and summarize by developing a
composite list of ways adults can establish positive relationships with 3Coung children. .

Invite family counselors or social workers to discuss problems they have seen children encounter as a result
of a lack of positive relationships with adults. Summarize main points presented. Follow.by using what you
learned to develop a related bulletin board for classroom display.

It has been said that children have a "right" to experience positipe relationships with acittlt.s4ott a Class
brainstorming session to ikritify some of these "rights" (e.g., positiVe role models, effeefixe guttl ance).
'Suggest setategieS different kinds of adults (e.g., parents, grandparents, family friends) can use to provide
these, positive associations. Summarize by preparing a cla4s "Bill of Rights. for children."

Examine the concepts and pfinciples of Parent Effeetiveneis Training, Summariz.what you learned in a *, 182
poster or bulletin board display. Discuss how these concepts can also help you in your own

ab

rglationship 183

with yourparents.
, VApp
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m as" *AA*. v+.6, masoma AAvAgau soalG, ULIICI lallllly 11111111UCIA activities, specrat vs°
needs Prepare and present an informative summary of youf fi)dings, usinrisuals if practical) 302

322 -

Invite both single and nttiMed retired persons to-discuss their living costs (e.g., housing and utilities, food,
health care, recreation, 'transportation, taxes, legal fees, insurance). Then invite d Social Security
representative to discUss benefits provided upon retirement. Compare Social Security benefits provided

with actual living costs. Stimmarize by suggesting ways individuals could plan for meeting the differences, if
any:

Using available resources, determine the average income of persons' over 65 in the U.S, Further investigate
the .financial situation of older people in the country by determining what percentage receive Social
Security, 'welfare payments, food stamps, or live below the poverty level. Share findings. Follow by devising
strategies individuals can take to ensure financial security during the.later years of life.

Invite several active senior citizens to discuss what they do with their free time. Ask about hobbies and
activities that have carried over from earlier years, Summarize by developing a list of activities-or interests

, one can pursue to help. ensure that jhe later years of life are satisfying ones.

Look through your telephone book or community services directory to identify organizations and agencies-
designed to serve senior citizens. Detelop a summary list. Select one or more to visit and arrange to talk
with individuals being served. Ftrtti",out about specific services provided and the usefulnesi of- each.
Summarize findings in a class discussion related to the value to'senior citizens of knowing about and taking
advantage ocavailable community services. .

r interpret the meaning of the quote "If you have good health, you have everything." Discuss why good
health is so important in the later yeArs'oNife. Investigate ways to optimize your chances for lifelong good
health-and shtire findings in class.

3
S.

Interview yqur parents 'to 'discover what expectations they have for themselves.4(ler all children have left
/, home. Discuss the positive and negative attitudes discovered. Use what you learned to suggest strategies for

developing a positive attitude toward life in later years. '

If there is an active- 'senior? only" etirement village near, take a field trip 'to observe the activities and
lifestyle of the residents. In a follow-up class discussion, examine the advantages and advantages of
Homogeneous living arrangements. ,

bituerman. Identify events in !Vs early life that influenced'the character of hislater years. Use 276
what you learned to suggest strategies these handicapped persons can take to ensure that the later years of
life -are satisfying ones.

o

k a guest spdaker from the field of gerontology to discuss the myths and fallacies, both physical and
p chologicaL, surrounding aging. Examine your owit feelings about growing old. Write a short paper
de cribing what you can begin to do now to ensure thvat your later years of life are satisfying ones.

a
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SUGGESTED
PROGRAM GOAL

The student will be able to use knowledge of human growth and developmentio
provide effective care and guidance for children in the family setting.

Classroom teachers should develop their own performance indicators related to
these suggestions, continually altering them to reflect local concerns; changing
societal and environmental issues, and new disco,vcries that may- influence
information and technology.

. ,
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Acw :iurrwri ricranty, uenne terms mama to nereany su9n as chromosomes, genes, dominant and
recessive traits. Differentiate between the prenatal development of fraternal and idential twins. Conclude by
reactingato myths about heredity (e.g., Blondes have more 'fun; His grandfather was a horse thief, . .. no
wonder he's no good; Red heads have short tempers).

Collect pictures of youf relatives or famous people and bring to class. Scramble the pictures and post them
on afiulletin board titled "Who's Who?" Then try to match the pictures with the classmate or celebrity to
whom they belong, comparing individual characteristics of the persons as you do. Afterward, develop a list
of physical traits o n determined by heredity. Follow by discussing the effect of dominant and recessive
iniffritance fact etermining personarcharacteristics.

Inyestipte,common dominant and recessive genes (e.g., eye color, dominant hand use). Explin what is
meant by the terms and how they work in human reproduction. Survey your class or school to discover the
incidence of one or more inherited traits (e.g., left or right handed,..blue or brown eyes, able to curl tongue
or not). Share the. results with those who participated.

In small groups, define the term "puberty." As a class, share definitions. Follow by disCussing various
aspects of male and female physiological maturity, including differences' between male and female
physiology and physical growth and development:

View one or more films or filmstrips about-the process, of human reproduction. Summarize main points
presented. Submit any questions you may have, anonymously, if you wish. Invite a doctor, the school nude
or a representative of your county health clinic to answer them.

In your own words, explain how the sex of a baby is determined. Write a essay or, ks a class, prepare a
debate on the topic .4i' it were possible to choose the sex of a baby it shout or should not) be permitted
by, law." . -

' N-1
Invite a representative of the medical profession to discuss genetic or hereditary counseling and its .

availability in your community. If you wish, investigate your family medical history to identify any factors
you may.want to consider before having children. Summarize findings in a confidential written report,

Interview an atto;ey or physician, or consult prinied materi s,. to determine why, most states prohihit .
marriages of first cousins. Find out about the genetic, s and legal implications of sireirlaws. Shtre

repotolliig§, v oria written oral reports.
.

'-'''----
Pretend you have been assigned to explain to a group of preschoolers "where babies come from." In groups,
decide. what information, needs to be covered, what terms or words you, might use, and ways to answer
questions'from the children. As a-class, discuss the age at which ,knowledge of reproduction is needed and
whose responsibility it is to provide the information (e.g., family, church or school). End by discussing the
implications of not providing children with information about eprodiction. r
During the time spent on reproduction, heredity and related issues, establish a "question box." Contribute
questions you may have which have not been covered in class or which you were reluctadt to ask during a
class period. Spend a small amount of time at the beginning of each class session discussin these
anonymous questions.

57 58
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Use classroom or library' resources to develop a list of signs of pregnancy. Follow by discussing the nature

of tests given to confirm pregnancy and the importance of early diagnosis to the health ofboth mother and

.newborn.

View one or more films or filmstrips dealing with pregnancy and prenatal care. Follow by summarizing 282

main points covered and identifying those aspects of prenatal care which arb important to the health of 298

both 'a mother and her newborn child.
330
353 .

.1114
.355 -

Invite an obstetrician or a public health twe to discuss the importance of prenatal care and some of the 246

consequences of la- of care. Then, working in 'groups, identify one element of prenatal care to investigate 83

further (e.g., nutrition, rest/exercise, clothing, selection of a physician), Share findings in a class symposium 101

bytformulating and answering questions related to e lopic. ..220

.., ...
41...

Invite a nutritionist to discuss nutritional ne s durirrg pregnancy, including the effects of nutrition on a. 82

growing baby and the Special nutritional ne s of pregnant teenagers. Work in groups.tc develop menus that' 78'

will meet the needs of pregnant wom re menus by explaining why foods chosen diffdied from those 75 '

which might be chosenlbr the- nonp
107

,
120

. . ,

Read "Letters from Your Unborn Bar scuss the importance of nutrition during pregnancy and other 167

factors cited [hit affect the health of both mother and newborn. Follow by locatitig current magazine or

newspaper anticle;dealing with prenatal care. Share in class and rel4ie to previous leamings.
.--4, , , -

., . . ..

Investigate the changes in attitude toward werght gain *during pregnancy by interviewing a physician. or ...

consulting printed material's. Identify 'recomniended weight gain for each trimester of .Pregnancy and

determine whether,,ttiere is a relationship between weight gain and the health of the mother and infant.

Share findings,ig 'A written or oral report, .

'

' ,
, :

Working in four groups, study the effects of tobacco, alcohol, venereal disease and drugs,on the health of 4.,.., 49

- the mother,, the unborn and- the 'newborn infant. pettrminc what precautions are necessary during

pregnancy to insure the optimum health of both mother and baby. Share findings in a class syniposium.

VI
Identify situations danger signals) under which a pregnant woman should notify her physician-(e.g., vaginal

$ bleeding, fever over 1000, ruptured me'rnbranes). Use resources to determine -reasons for notifying a
physician'under such circumstances. Share findings in a class discussion.

Identify complications which may arise during pregnancy (e.g., ectopic pregnancy, placenta previa,
toxemia, toxopl3smosis). Divide into groups to investigate causes, prevention, and effects on mother and

baby. Share in a round-robin fashion with other class members.

Working in grOups,.cletermine what provisions are made in your community for pioviding low- or no-cost

prehtal are*ind Out what services are available, when and whereAow much they cost, and who may use

them. Devise d'plan to publicize the prenatal services and to describe their importance for pregnant women

(e.g.., posters,' fliers, speakers). Implement one or more of your plans in groups or as a class project.
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View one or two films'or filmstrips describing the stages of prenatal development. Work in groups tam 111
develop charts or diagrams Illustrating the prbcess, Display the charts for reference during this unit. 354,

33/
330
287
123
16

3

147
268
297
166.

,260
308

View one or more film or filmstrips about the process of child firth. Invite a physician, nurse or midwife to
discuss. techniques used d services offered by a hospital 'during childbirth. Ask him or her to answer any
questions rated by the films /filmstrips and summarize what you learned. Follow up by taking a field trip to

local hospital ward to view the facilities discussed.

359
Find out how the expected birth date for babies -is calculated andi work thrOugh several examplese
Surninffize by discussing the reliability of this calculation and what actually determines when birth will
occur.

Divide into three groups to investigate the three stages of labor. Prepve illustrations or diagrams showing
the process. In -the order they occur, explain to other class members what happens during each stage,

Invite representatives from various birth preparation organizations e., Childbirth Education Association) 146
to discuss their philosophies regarding preparation for childbirth and methods of delivery. Compare
viewpoints in a class discussion.

Hold a brainstorming session to identify superstitions associated with pregnancy and childbirth. Arranle to
interview persons who have either experienced pregnancy or have had professional training related to it to
learn more about the superstitt9ns. Share find/111gs in a class discussion and reevaluate the superstitions in
light of new knowledge gained.

Invite a panel of net,/ mothers to discuss their pregnancy and childbirth experiences (e.g., normal delivery,
caesarean section)," If pOssible, include new fathers who hive participated in childbirth. Summarize
similarities and differences and identify reasons for them. I

1nvestigate the history of, reasons for and procedures used in a caesarean section delivery. discover why -the
incidence of caesarean births has. increased. Share information in a class'discussion. Invite a-ciesittn
mother and, if possible, a physician, to explain the procedure and answer questions. 6.4

Interview your own mother, grandmother or aunt about her experiences during pregnancy and i hildbirth. .201
Analyze the interview(s) to determine attitudes tyArd the experience. Share the experiences and perceived
attitudes with class members. End by brainstorms, wayc to develop a positive attitude toward pregnancy
and childbirth.

Investigate the causes and rates of maternal and neonatal mortality throughout the rld. Discuss your
findings a4 suggest strategies that could be used to reduce the rates.

it
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imy
.Invite a p el of women at diffigent stages of pregnancy to discuss the physical and emotional changes they

have experienced so far. Summarize similarities and differences in terms of stage of pregnancy and other

factors that may hal5e.been responsible (e.g., age, lifestyle) in i follow-up class disddssiOn.

View films and locate stories or articles about life adjustments in the home after the birth of a' child. hy/ 252

small groups, identify possible frustrations that might develop on the .part of mother, father and other
J

children in the family. Suggest possible solutions to these problems in a large group discussion.

,
.

Invite a nurse or physician to discuss the normal physical changes which occur in
.
women following

childbirth and when they occur. Find out approximately how long it takes before a woman is fully
recovered from childbirth and what factors may contribute to/the recovery. You may also wish to ask
about post-delivery complications that can occur and theneed for a postpartum examination to discover

them. Suminarize main ideas presented in a follow-up class discussion.

Work In groups to investigate pre- andpostnatal adjustment, including the fath 's role associated with it. 164ii.,(

Develop a summary report describing the nature of (he adjustments that musTte made during and after

pregnancy by both father and mother. Share summaries in a class discussion.

Invite a panel of new parents to discuss questions related to the postnatal period. These might include:

How does a mother feel menially and physically after childbirth?
How do a baby's demands-affect the mother? the father? other family members?
In what ways can a baby adjust to the family schedule?
What care should be taken of a new mother?

,
What physical and mental adjustments must a mother make after childbirth?
What management techniques can help meet the time aod energy demands of a newborn child?

Keep a record of responses to questions and summarize main points made.

Working in groups, identify reasons some men may feel rejected during the course of pregnancy 'and*

childbirth. Share ideas in a class discussion and identify implications these feelings might have for a couple.

Summarize by suggesting ways the identified feelings might be avoided or alleviated,

i
A

It is often said that the addition of children can change a couple's lifestyle. Interview couples to discover

their reactions to this statement and discuss your findings in class. Invite a couple who agreed -and one who

.disagl-eed with.e.the statement to discuss their reasoning with the class. Write a brief essay describing whether

children will pr won't change your lifestyle and why.
.

A

Divide into groups 'to investigate the cost of having 41 baby. Include the cost of prenatal care, delivery,

furnishings fo' r the baby. maternity clothes for the mother and any others you may discover. Also calculate

any lost incomi'on the part of either or both parents. Compare this with the cost of raising the child during

tbe first year. Report your findings and discuss the implications of the financial adjustments a couple makes

in order to have children. .

Invitea representative of a parenting or parenthood education group to explain services available in your

community for expectant or new parents. Discuss the importance of preparing not just' for the birth of a

baby but also for raising the child. Summarize insights gained in a follow-up class discussion.

Using interviews or printed materials, examine the woblems a young couple may face if they do not have

family members nearby to4ielp during pregnancy and following childbirth. Share findings and develop a

sumMaryliktof possible. cotiplications. Follow by brainstorming ways yout community could help alleviate

these problem

60
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View one or more films or filmstrips ,deicribing ature and causes of hereditary and environmental
iriegularfties associated with pregnancy and childbirth. Summarize main 'points piesented. Follow up by
selecting one irregularity to investigate further. Share findings by conducting two Symposiums organized
around the horeditarkirregularities and the environmental.

'
Invite a representative from the March of Dimes to discuss preventa
the types of defects which can be controlled- and methods for4
create a collage or bulletin board titled "Birth Defects Can Be Pre

b. defects.. Focus questions on
m 1:J.e what you learned to

-44-0

- .

Invite a maternity ward nurse or a physician to discuss physic.4-'d ,u;a:Oons which may occur during
pregnancy and childbirth (e.g., breech birth, premature delivery,teed tyioarean section). Ask either one
to identify both the causes and procedures used to deal with them.SunywIze main points presented.

Working in groups, investigate high-risk categories bf pregnant women4.t., over teenage, iabetes, Rh 34
factor, heart disease, obese). Determine why each group is'considered.itbe high risk and ide tify'measures
that can be taken to minimize the risks to both mother and newborn. Shale findings in a class discussion.

Working alone or in groups, study sex linked sharacteristics (e.g., iernoiShilia, muscular dystrophy, color
blinilness) which tend to be hereditary. Develop picture or word diagrams to explain how some children
may carry and pass on the characteristic, some may be affected by it, and others may neither carry nor 'be
afflicted by it. Share findings by explaining diagrams in a class discussion.

-44
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Use interviews or printed material to discover what the process of amniocentesis is and howt it ay be used
during, pregnancy to detect special situations. Determine where in your area the process is available and for
whom. Follow by itwiting a woman who has had the procedure performed to tell about her experience and
answer related questions which may have arisen.

Ask a pediatrician or other physician to discuss the physical examination given to newborns, including
pro9edures u , tests given and other safeguards taken. Find out about the value of well-baby checkups'
and the necessi y of immilnizations during the first year. Summarize in a follow-up class discussion.

Survey your community to discover community groups and resources which provide education and other.
'services to families with members who have birth detects, hereditary diseases, handicaps or other special
needs (e.g., March of Dirnes,A4D). Make a catalog of such services in your area. Follow by planning and
helping to Coordinate a community fair for all of the agencies to distribute information about community
resources.

Take a field trip to a scho81, training facility of other organization which trains the mentally retarded.
Observe the facility, the staff and volunteers, and the students, clients or patients. Find out about the
purpose of the facility (e.g., custodial care, education), the source of funding,'how long students )stay,
requirements for staff and volunteers, kind of program offered and any other pertinent data. Upon
return, write an analysis and evaluation of the facility, recommending improvements needed, if any.

Ask a hospital representative, to describe the facilities available in your area for newborns who may need
immediate siecialized neonatal care. If special cacilities are some distance away, find out what emergency
transportation is available and whatcooperativeifforts make it pbssible. If possible, follow by taking a field
trip to view the facilities firsthand.
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General Introductory

Select a lemon (or other fruit or vegetable) from a bag as it is passed around the room. Study your lemon
carefully, noting its unique characteristics. Then scramble all the lemons in the bag and see if you can find
the one you originally had. Use the exercise to discuss how early hereditary and environmental influences

may have affected the growth and development of the lemons. Follow up by constructing a display that
compares influences on the growth and development of a lemon with the influences on human growth acid
development. In a discussion about influences on huthan growth anddevelopment, consider such topics as
prenatal environment, family stage in the life cycle, family stability, family authority pattern, place among
siblings, culture, babysitters and peer group.

Study the concept of self-acafalization by viewing films, reading boVs or articles and interviewing 243

counselors and psychologists. In a class discussion, identify famous persons who have overcome limiting

early influences (e.g.., Teddy Roosevelt, Heleti Keller, Stevie Wonder, Ray Charles). Follow by generalizing
about ways individuals can alter the effects of heredity and environment.

Use available classroom and library resources to construct a list of the principles of human development 16

(e.g., occurs through Joeturation and learning, proceeds at different rates for different individuals, is 3

continuous but uneven, proceeds in..an orderly manner from the general to the specific). Note the kinds of 2

abilities fhat might be related to each principle and use these to identify the major categdries of human 329

development (e.g., physical, motor, social, emotional, intellectual, moral/character). Explore the categories 311

in turn by completing one or more activities related to each. Suggestions follow. 117
179

PlrWFal

study the process of physical development in young children using films, filmstrips and printed rnateriOs.

Comparing information gathered with, your classmates, discuss these aspects of physical development..,
factors that influence individual differences in growth'', influence of child acceptance of physical maturation

on other aspects of human development.

Construct a bulletin bo of silhouettes that illustrate changes in bodhape and proportion from infancybulletin
to adulthood. Observe infants and young children, noting differences in their physic. growth. Develop one
or more generalizations about physical developmental patterns based on your obsery ions and study.

Motor
..00.----

View Physical Growth and Motor Developmentserve children at play, noting their physical activities.,

information gathered from ybur observat ns and the filmstrip to summarize the general patterns of(-lige
motor development according to, primary co dination, secondary coordination and integrated movement.

Hold a class round-robin discussion to re all times when you learned to ride a tricycle and a bicycle, tie
your shoes, write your name, climb a rope Afterward, determine the kinds of motor development required

to carry out each of these activities. F ow. by constructing a list of factors that influence ,motor
development. .0 ,..

--..____,.
tt
Invite a pediatrician or pediatric nurse to discuss the physical abilitieis of the newborn. Identify the reflex
reactions common in infants and discuss their importance in development. .

Social

-124
98*

350
5

124

View films and filmstrips or read pamphlets pr textbook sections dealing with social development. Use whet 326

you learned to develop definitions of socialization and summary charts illustrating the process of social 281

development. 317
313
111
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Identify conditions that may influence social development (e.g., peer-group acceptance /nonacceptance,
. family support/nonsupport, self-concept, opportunities to interact with others, role preferences in group

situations). Then, working in small groups, use what you learned to identify environmental conditions that
might encourage optimum social growth. Share ideas in a group discussion.

Interview children of different ages to identify gats they,would choose for various people (e.g., mothers
grandmother, older brother, friend, father, sister). Share findings and categorize by age. Use what you
learned to formulate generalizations about the. development of children's understanding of the needs of
individuals around them.

Emotional

View filmstrips or read articles, pamphlets or textbook sections dealing with emotional development. 317
Follow by observing chipren at play, noting their various emotional actions frtd reactions. Use what you 326-learned to summarize the nature of human emotional development. %

112

Locate cartoons and pictures that illustrate the expression 6f emotion by children, of all ages. Develop
generalizations about the nature of emotional development in, a follow-up class discussion. Questions you
may wish to consider include:

.

What are some different rays of expressing emotion (physical tension, action,:verbalization,
. interaction)?
How might different people react to the,same situation (laugh, cry, leave)?
What are some reasons that may account for differences in emotional reaction (home environment,

physical condition, self-concept, cultural background)?

Hold a class round robin to recall times when ou felt strong emotions such as joy, humiliation, grief and
fear. Identify ways you ajtempted to cope wit! .these emotions. In small groups, determine ways childhood
and adult emotions differ (e.g., length and in nsity of emotional reaction, changeability of emotion,
suitability of emotion). Share ideas in a group 'discussion.

View The Development of Feelings in Children. Select one emotion and investigate how the feeling
developsin and is expressed by children of different ages. Share findings in a class discussion.

Intellectual

Use available resources to investigate intellectual developmext, including sensory, cognitive and language
abilities. Work in groups to complete outlines of the basic principles of growth in each of these areas. Share
outlines in a class discussion.

d

363

336
/4 110

Study Jean Piaget's theory of intellectual development by attempting to answer the following questions .3
about it:

How does Piaget describe human natufre?
How does intellectual development occur?
How do 'internal forces (maturation) and external forces (environment) affect intellectual

development?
What ,e the basic principles of Piaget's theory? ,

Oft

Share findings and summarize by discussing ways Piaget's theory may assist in unders ess of
intellectual development:

Ask children of various ag to raw pictures that illustrate their answers to qu stions about heir
environment (e.g., Why does it rain? What are stars made of'? What lives in the sea? t is home? Where
does fog come from? Whatis a cloud?). Compare drawings of the age groups, discussing` differences and
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truroung.

Hold a class brainstorming session to identify environments conducive to intellectual development. Suggest
rationales for creating an atmosphere that encourages children to create and discover: Then visit a child -care

center in your ,community that encourag intellectual development. Identify specific techniques used.
Summarize findings by discussing how eacti technique observed encouraged one or more forms of intellec-

tual development (e.g., sensory, cognitive, language).
if

Observe children engaged in conversation or otherwise displaying language'abilities. Record examples of
specific word and sentence use at different ages. Use what you learned to develop a chaqh illustrating the
progression of language usage in children.

i"
Moral /Character .

Divide into grdups representing ages 6, 10, 14 and' 6 years. Try to think as thciugh you were actually that
many years old and complete the following sentences: "I wasn't stealing, I just . ."; "I can't borrow your
homework to copy because ...." Compare answers. Follow by discussing possible ways conscience
developi and reasons for differences in ideas of right and wrong among various age groups and individuals.

Use ,;available filmstrips and printed resources to investigate ...Piaget's sties of moral development
(nonrecognition of rules, recognition of the conventional and arbitrary character of rules, manipulation and

recognition of changeability of rules) and Havighursei stages of characte4 development (amoral, expedient,

conforming,: conscientious, irrational, rationally altruistic-Developmental Tasks and Education, 3rd

Edition, New York: David McKay Co, Inc, 1972). Afterward, work in groups to develop bulletin boards
illustrating each. Review in a class discussion by pointing out ways an 'understanding of these processes can

be used in working with children. tt.

Observe children in a nursery school, recording incidents that may affect a child's character development.
Share observations in a class discussion.. Consider the influence-parents exert in the character development
of their children by identifying artd evaluating inci i)ts that have occurred in your home or in the ittnne of

,a young child you know.

General Summary r
Write a short pIper describing a child you kndw in terms of his or her physical, social, emotional and
intellectuallgrowth. Organize the information about the child according to appropriate ages and stages of

development.

In groups of twa or three:and using a case study, determine whether the child described is developing at a

normal rate physically, socially, emotionally and intellectually'. Cite specific examples in a class discussion

of behavior or ability which led to your conclusions.

After investigating the principles and patterns of human development, construct a poem summarizing the
physical, social, emotional and intellectual development'characteristics of children at a specific age (e.g., "I

Am Two"; likAm Three"; "I Am Four-) Share your work by organizing a class poem-reading session.
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View one or more films describing necessary physical care of newborns. Formulate any questions you may 288
have about them. Then invite a pediatrician or parent of a newborn to discuss these and other questions 293
related to the subject (e.g., How important is a feeding schedule? How important is breast feeding? What are 68
the best sleeping arrangements for an infant? What are some common infant care problems and their 37
solutiods?). Summarize main points covered in a class discussion. 72/ 46

3 8
69t.

Waking in groups, investigate factors relating to meeting the nutritional needs of infants (e.g., bitast vs. ' 70
bottle feeding, commercial vs. home-prepared foods). Share findings in a class discussion. Follow by) 53
sugg alternative ways of meeting other physical 'needs of infants (e.g., cloth vs. disposable diapers). 54
Evaluate ea in terms of cost, time savings and satisfaction. 51

)

View Feeding Yo lir Young Children or Food and Nutrition. Work in groups to use classroom or library 319
resources to develop summaries of the special nutritional needs of young c dren and compile listKof food 320
preparation and serving techniques appropriate for meeting them. Share fin iis and use them to develop p 33
bulletin board for classroom display. 178...

After learning about the nutritional needs of young children, work in groups to plan and prepare a sample 121
'lunch for a preschool child, considering the basic foul- food, groups, appropriate serving sizes and methods 57
of serving. View lunches prepared by other groups. Follow by planning a breakfast, two snacks and a dinner 180
that would round out the day's nutritional needs.

Aft studying the physical growth patterns of young children and the factors that affect the patterns, work
in groups to design a nursery school environment that would be helpful in assisting young children to reach
their optimal physical growth. Be sure to consider-rood, activity, rest andiarious types of play equipment.
Implement your idefis, if possible, in a real nursery school environment.

6

.

Use available classroom and library resources to develop a list of criteria for selecting clothing for infants' 66
and young children. If possible, obtain samples of children'siclothing from a .local department or clothing 45,
store and use the criteria to evaluate the various types.

,

Work in three groups to investigate the process of toilet training as follows: signs of child readiness for 141
toilet training; different methods of toilet training; parental activities that.encouragetind discourage toilet
training. Share findings in a class discussion.

Working in groups, investigate ways. of helping young children develop positive self-care habits (e.g., eating 3
nutritious foods /snacks, dressing self, brushing teeth, washing hands and face, combing hair, getting 56
sufficient rest). PrepIre a report dee,ribing what you learned. Share reports in a fo)ow-up class discussion. 62

226
Ask a member of your county health department to explain the need for infants and young children to be
immunized against various diseases. IA-ake a chart or poster illustrating immunizations and ages at which
they are recommended. As a follow-up.: find what tile policy is in your school district regarding
immunizations required for school entrme5..1

1

yiewilVar of the Eggs or another film .farnst rip about gild abuse. Invite one or more representatives of 299
Parents Anonymous, a local lave.enford:ement agency or the Children's Services Division of the Department
of Human Resources to discuss the film and child abuse. If possible, locate statistics or other information
about child abuse andlis causes,as well as lima! and state laws related to it. Report back to class. Follow by
writing a short essay recommending waystild Anse might b. avoided or eliminated.
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LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Social
,

Use available classroom and library resources to investigate ways that children develop primary and " 169 .

secondary attachments. Share findings in.a class discussion by answering these questions: 170

Are primary attachments equal when both parents or only one is the primary caretaker?
At what age is the stranger anxiety most crucial'? -

How can parents minimize stranger anxieties for small children?
How can parents riaximize the development of 'healthy aiAoments?

View two hours of television and record the length and number of Commercials and the types of social
behavior presented (including violence). Share findings in class and summarize by suggesting ways television
programming may affect the social development of children.

Locate children's books or cartoons depicting male and female stereotypes. Develop a list of the most
common .portrayals-and discuss whether you agree or djsagree. FollOw by suggesting ways adults can help
children establish healthy gender identities.

Emotional

View filmstrips related to emotional needs. Summarize the Major facts presented about them. Then make a 340
list of factors that encourage'and hinder the development of positive emotional support systems. Follow by 331
waking in groups to' develop programs of parental activities that would help children feel stable and secure. 332
Share ideas in a class discussion. 333

334

I
249

Use classroom and library resources to locate definitions of individualization, autonomy and competence in
chilfiren. Write a short essay explaining how you feel the development in one of these three areas might
cOntribute-to development in the other two. Share ideas. FoNow by discussing the advanta es which result
for parents when children achieve individualization, autonomy aq..-competency and brs ggesting ways
patents can encourage their children's achievement in these areas.

.
View filmstrips describing everyday problems of young.children. Conduct a' "Child's Point of View Day" in
class by performing tasks under conditions that simulate, childhood limitations (e.g., walking on hands and
knees; acting out messages like "Ilost my teddy bear" or "I love you" without words; trying to eat out of a
mixing bowl with a cooking spoon; trying to eat with the hand you dan't normally use; trying tq butt
shirt with mittens on). Follow by discussing the frustrations experienced and by suggesting ways they co 6
have been eased by an alert adult.

HOW a class round robin to identify crisis situations which can cause stress in children (e.g:, moving, to a
new home, rejection by peers. birth of a sibling. death of a relative or pet, fear of the dark, divorce or
separation). Work in groups to investigate possible approaches to the problems (e.g., interview professionals
or parents, locate and read books and articles. view filmstrips). Share findings in a class discussion. .

Use classroom or library resources to locate definitions of self-esteem or self-concept. Divide into groups to 149
brainstorm ways self-concept may affect a child's development. Share ideas and follow by suggesting ways 250
adults can help children develop positive self-images. 189

332
;+, 328

Read "My Detlaration of Self-Esteem" in Peoplemaking. Follow by writing a short essay describing ways in 225
which you could help a child you know develop a positive self-esteem.

318
362
373
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View Preparing the atidd for Learning. Use the information prese ed to develop a bulletin- board 358
.

illustrating ways parents can encourage the intellectual development f their children (e.g., leading to 44
childien, motivating learning behavior, meeting physical and emot lona needs of the child).

..
103
182

Investigate the protess of visual development by viewing filmstrips or reading sections lin one or more child
development textbooks. Work in groups of two or three to design a program that would stimulate an
infant's visual development through means such as crib toys, room design, games and environmental
changes. Share your work. Summarize by predicting the possible effect of an overly stimulating or a sterile
environment on, a child's visual development.

P
After learning about the intellectual development of children, write a short essay entitled "A Parent Is a 180
Child's First TeaCher," describing the impact parents have on their children's intellectual development. 241
Share e#ys..and summarize steps previously identified that parents can take to encourage their children's 73
intellectual development. 48

Take ,a.quiz about the educational value of children's television programs such as the one given in the
Family Guide to Children's Television. View one children's program and analyze in terms of learning
concepts presented,- method of presentation, advantages, disadvantages and suitability. Share findings.
Follow bey working in groups to write a script for an educational television program.

4
Read one or more books or articles dealing with the development of creativity in children. Write
descriptions of situations that would stimulate or stifle the development of creativity in children. Share
ideas and implement one which would encourage the development of creativity in a child ypu know.

IP

68
67

4it
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D COURSE GOAL The student wilt be' able to descrihe, ways of helping' :children learn through
play.

LEARNING EXPERMNCO RESOURCES

one or more filnis or filmstrips dealing with children's play. SlImmyize the main points presen;e.d. 261.
Av by reading books or articles describing the value of play. Use what you learned to write a paragraph . 352
ming with: "If41 were-a child,'play would help me .... Share paragraphs abo& the value of children's f 351

in a class discussion.' 1 254

nge to observe children at play in various settings. List the types of activities the children are involve
each case. Share lists in,class and identify the types of skills the children were gaining4n each inslanc
intellectual, social, physical).

e a child psYchologislor other qualified professional to discuss the nature, meaning and value of play/ 47
spy. Summarize main poirits presented by discussing ways in which play contributes to the physical, 204
J, emotional and intellectual development of children. 238,

Lte and read articles or textbook sections dealing with the selection of toys and recreational equipment
;hildren...Wcrk in groups to develop guidelines for the selection of play equipment for infants, toddlers,
thoolers, primary students and intermediate students. Consider that which is suitable for indoor and
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,

considering factors such as a central theme,. equipment and supplies needed, routines and schedules, and
room arrangement. Implement, if possible.

Visit a preschool in operation to Oserve activities provided and techniques employed. While there,
interview, one of the .teachers to find out about behavior problems and ways of handling them (e.g., nagging
refusing to eat, fighting, refusing to participate, interrupting group sessions). Summarize what you learned
in a class review session.

.Locate definitions of the word "concept." List several concepts- one might include in a. preschool 154
curriculum (e.g., verbalizing, shapes, numbers, science principles, nutrition, alphabet). Working in small 240
&Ups, develop play activities, including equipment, which would effectively 'introduce the concepts to 190

'children, Use your ideas in a preschool setting. Evaluate results by summarizing the planned and unplanned 219
learning.a which took plice as a result of th - ctivities.



SUGGESTED, COURSE GOAL The student will be able to analyze the concepts of guidance anddiscipline and'
their relation to the development of a healthy, happy and well-adjusted child.

LEARNIN( EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Locate definitions of the terms "discipline" and "guidance." Compare, noting differences between them.

'Follow
1

by discussing We advantages of encouraging children to improve their discipline as they grow older.

Interview parents to determine how molt gtildance hey ve their young children in various areas (e.g., use

of time play;, activities,. use ;:if, television and han iu of responsibilities). Find out how the practices
encourage positive self-growth. Share findings in a class discussion. Follow by compiling a list of effective

child-guidance techniques discovered.

Locate various printed guidelines foradults-Au are working. with children. Discuss how each may affect
situations 'in a nursery school or at home, if applied. Determine whether any of the guidelines could be
applied toelationships with people of other ages.-

Hold a class round robin or obierve chilt,en in actual situations (e.g., grocery store, restaurant) to Compile

a list of statements orien used by adults in describinikor discussing a child's,undesirable behavior. Divide
intn cmall ffrouns,and tivelon suggestions for changing the negative statements to positive ones that might
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The stuck,:
SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL Single-parent

illness, accid
them.

will bar able to describe special situations (e.g., adoption,
families, neglect, physical abuse, physical /mental handicaps,
ts) thdt may be associated with parenting and ways to cope with

.. 'LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Working in groups to formulate definitions of the terms "over- parenting" (e.g., overprotecting, indulgent)
and "underparenting" (e.g., neglect, abuse). Share definitions in class and develop suggestions for ways
Parents can strike a balance, considering the needs of both parents and children.

View films or filmstrips and read books or articles describing the problems which result when parents
cannot or will not meet the responsibilities -associated with parenthood. Summarize the main points
presented and discovered in a class discussion focusing our the natj,..Li e of these problems (e.g., abuse,
neglect), the cause(s), the frequency and the range of severity of their occurrence.

Invite repretekatives from children's services age cies or self-help organizations (e.g., Parents Anonymous)
to discuss steps which can be taken to alleviat c ild abuse and neglect. Summarize what you learned in a.
follow-up Class discussion.
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- .

After relining about the process of adoRTion'and some of the p lems which may be faced by adopted
children, organize a panel of adoptive parents and mature adopted ctikben.to address the class about ways
these problems Can In Mitulnized. Focus questions on lopics such as flow to tell children about their
adoption, attitudes ana feelings about adoption as children grow older, and the retatioOlip of adopted
children to their natural parents. Summarize the main points discussed. ,.

Locate and read current articles on Sudden Infant Death Syndrome CSEIOS or crib death). If-there is a
parent support group for SIDS in your area, ask a representative to share some problems of SIDS families or.
ask a social worker or phys'ifi:an to tell, about the impact on families when an infant dies of crib death.".
Summarize by discussing thls "special problems uncovered and suggesting ways( families can cope with the
situations. . , .

_. ..
.

Working in small groups, investigate strategies for helping young children deal with family crises such as
hospitalization of the child or a parent, death of a family member, chronic illness of the child or a parent,
or a similar situation. Share strategies discovered with classmates.



a

SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to suggest ways pajjents can promote the health and
safety of children.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES ?' RESOURCES

Use available classroom and library resources to investigate the nature of a childhood illne4(e.g., measles, ". 65
thicken pox, mumps). Prepare a report describing the symptoms of the illness, its duration, communi- 106
cability and possible long-range effects. Share findings in a class discussion. Then invite. a, physician or 233
public health nurse to discuss care techniques appropriate for dealing with childhood illnesses. Find out 84
about, signs of the various int-Roses, determining need for contacting a physician, and immunizations
available,`inchtding those requiredby law. Summarize main points presented in a review discussion.

t

AffieObserting the behavior of infants and young children to the age of 8, work in-groups tp identify types 104
of accidentkilikinight typically occur at various ages (e.g., birth to six months, six months to one year, 61
one 'to 3 years). List haz*ous .equipment and general dangers to children in each age bracket (e.g.,
highchairs, crib slots, poisons, light sockets, flammable' clothing). Share lists and use to develop a bulletin
board for classroom or school display.

View Health ,and Safety. Then investigate each room of your. home to identify practices, equipment, 323
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With' permission, observe the activity in the emergency room of a nearby hospital. Record thoselituations
involving children. Suggest ways these emergencies might have been avoided. If possible, follow by touring
the emergency room facilities in the, hospital to' determine the function and purpose of them. Ask a
physician or nurse to describe emergency prOCP(1,11C. Illh.)111,19 ql111111,1,1r1 91i7' findings in A

class discussion.

th.



SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to describe community resources uraik,ble, to Help
with children.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Hold a class brainstorming session to identify resources used by families with children which are provided
by state, federal or loc4lax dollars. Group like resources together. Then select one or more groups (e.g.,
libraries, parks ancLrecre4ation, transportation, 4-H. schools) and invite a represen Itive to explain how the
agency works and the services it provides. Summarize findings in a follow up dice ssion.

Using available resources such as telephone and community service directories, compile a list of types of
agencies available to help children and parents in your comrpunity or geographic area. Working in groups,
Itelect pne category of agencies (e.g., those who treat a specific handicap) and arrange to visit one or more
(e.g., Oregon School for the Blinci or Oregon School forthe Deaf).. Find out about service's provided and
costs involved. Share findings.in a cl4ss discussion -Follow up by completing one or more further related
activities such as:
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Interview several full-time homemakers with pieschool,cliildren, Inquire'pbout community resourcec which

they use and those which do not exist but are needed Share tirld;ue- and quggect wayq riPerlPri

resourceslcould be made available in your community



SUGGESTED. COURSE GOAL The student will be able to describe procedures which, are ileely.to resulr in
babysitting experiences mutually satisfying to parents, children and babysitters.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCES'

Interview parents of young cgildren to deterfnine their views regarding effective babysitters: Questiohs
might relate to topics such as desirable traits of a babysitter, parental expectations of babysitters,
responsibiliies ifor children's safety, limits to freedom in another, person's home. Compare findings in a
class discussion and use 'them to develop a "Babysit ter's Guide for future reference.

Hold a class brainstorming session to identify questions which should be asked before accepting. a
babysitting job and before parents leave for the day or 4ening (e.g.. hours of babysitting, transportation,
where parents can be reached). From insights gained, develop a fom3 which would be useful in determining.
whether to accept a babysitting position and in carrying out responsibilities when accepted.

As a class, identify appropriate methods of declining an offer for a babysittiajob. Discuss situations that
classmates have found especially difficult and practice saying."no" politely, btirfirmly.
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to recognize functions of family plAnning.

,- LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURC

Using available resources and working in small groups, investigate various methods of ontraception.
Determine costs, effectiveness, availability, side effects, and ways they work. Share nformation and
evaluate each method in a follow-up class discussion

Ask a representative of your county health clinic or local Planner' Parenthood group to discuss the function
of family planning,, services provided in your area, the cost. and to whom the services are available. Prepare
queitions for the speaker in advance and summa riie answers given in a follow-up discussion.

As a class, trsainstorrn reasons a young couple may choose not td start a familit immediately ollowing
marriage, (e.g., to complete education, to he more financially secure, to travel). Discuss the implications of
each reason. Interview young families to discover how long they 'waited to beg_in having children and why.
Compare these responses with the,reasons brainstormed.



UGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able' to describe specific occupations in the area of human
services and factors which affect their availability.

LEARNING. EXPERIENCES RESOURCES

Define "human services" in your own words. Describe what your community would be like if there were no
human services performed in it. Discuss the impact of such a change on your family. Summarize by
developing one or more generalizations about the:importance of human services.

Brainstorm and list human services occupatiOns.lUsing magazine pict res of people performing human
services,*make a bulletin board or collage. Label The pictured' ncrupatiOTIS. Add more occupations as they
are identified.

Using the Occupational Outlook Handbook. identify job opportunities akea,of human services. Find
out how'many of .these job opportunities exist in your community or nearby communities. Explore reasons
Why some jobs may not exist in your area: Disoiss questions such as: Under what circumstances might
these lobs become available in vicar community'
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Investigate job opportunities in human services, otculiations by undertaking one or more of the activities

listed below. Hold a symposium to share findings.

Investigate national growth trends in human services occupations and compare the figures to those
for human services occupations in your own community.

Invotigate factor's that influence work availability in your community ,(e.g., industry presence,
economic conditions). Relate these factors to the availability of jobs in human services
occupations. , k

Ptedict phanges that may occur in society during the next 5 years. Speculate about how these
changes may affect the availability of jobs in the area of II man services.

Visit your local employment office to identify job listingslelateditirhuman "services. .

Compare -job -opportunities in human services in your community with those in a larger
neighboring community, as well as with those in a smaller community. .1



A

SUGGESTED COUPE GOAL' The student will be able to describe ways of securing the trainingnecessary to
enter and advance in careers related to human services:

167 LEARNING EXPERIENCES RESOURCE&

. Worlsing'in,groups, investigate ways to acquire training forhujnan services eccupitions. Croups may wish to
'Visit community colleges and universities to observe training sessidfis, study school catalogues to identify
program offerings, or interview Counselors and personnel managers. Identify training available within ypur
community or within commuting distance Spare findings by holdinga class symPbsfum,

hivits a Panel of guests from human services occupations to identify and discuss the edUcation and training
they have acquired. Compare and contrast the variety <if experiences. Identify any unique'experirces of
the panel members Ind discuss (tow these experieneec *may contribute to securing training necessary to
enteror advance in at iunian services career.

S ey people in human services occupations. Identify ways they received their training to enter their first
h'aiiran services jOb and any additional training received in order to advance. As a grPup, make a poster or
bulletin board dis-Playing, your findings. Curnmari?e by disusiiiik lire iioolicltions of the findings for those
Interested*in human services occupations

Explore your community to find a human 4ervk
employment or on the job. Ask the employeeors r
why it is provided. share "findings and disctis.s the adva
employ.e of such training.

t.
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community college to discuss training apportunities,and programs available

fength 'of training, and any admis§lons requirements. Summarize by
, college can ri,,vide to help people get needed couhseling,.education

...A' 4

hjitnior high. high school or coilege.students might seek to give'
tions. Identify the job requirements, pay, availability and any

ti4 secure cil,h johc in our community.

I 7

.

Discuss the, topic "homernaters as human cervices wcrlkers.... Identify ways homemakers acquire their
training, and what skills' an eXperienced homeinaker 'possesses which might be useful in gainful

,'enitticiyrnent. Calculate the ifollar vahiP cif iiliOnimaker based on thcoasks commonly performed. Identify
.-waya.of.'better preparing:people 'far the oci''Ilpat ion ot.homeni.aker

. ,

10:°'

Identify the skills and -exper?ances St qiiired by you (and other members of your family) from your family...
IH! LW' all the 'skill's: reiate,Cto himian services possesed by.you and your faMily Share lists. PbtloW by..

." diikussing hos;Ji'lljeSe skillSinighi he used to get a joh in 17pinihn ceiviec
A7 , e. I .. , : 7. i ... .

,' ' Ask a7ligh school COPselor or akInjinistrator to describe a fouryear high school' education plan that would
:7 : enable students to deiiiii:re 4rIff:Y. -levelLskills in humstn services occupations and to describv four-year plan'

for stddents,considerifig post high school education. Compare and contrast the-.twii plans. IndividUally,
prepare a fOur-Year plan which wouldpeet yo'ili needy hated onzi selected eaucgtiongl or 'training goal.

0
,), Invite.,a panel, of human se es workers tp disc,uss the importance and overall role 'of kirnmunication insec i,

-

human Services ticet4pation5i Ail( them td suggest ways one might rive cornmunicdtionskills natio pn.

,..- the M. Summarize ideas by develoring 'u pam'yl,lt t.itl ,romonication in HumaR Service
.,...,,,Occupations." '. .
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SUGGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to analyze requirements for entry'into and success in
occupations related to human' services.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES
ky

RESOURCES

S. A , .. .

Brainstorm occiinations related to human services. Fro the list, randomly distribute the title of one job to

each student. Investigate the entry requirements a e ( dings in a class discussion. Compare entry

requirements and group jobs by them. ComiAre and n each group. .

View one or more television programs featuring per5ons in . occupations related to human services.
Afterward, list traits which appear to he characteristic orpersons in these occupations. Share findings in a

cla'ss
;r.

View What You Should Know Before -You Go to Work. Select one human services occupation and arrange 372

to interview and observe persods emproyed in that job. Find out about training required, age limitations, 114

'responsibilities involved, working conditions, and idterests, skills andeabilities that would aid a person Th"the

perforinance of the job. Share findings in a claks discussion.
. A

Aftenelecting a human services job. make an appointment ,to Visit a business or an drganiiation where the

job is pertOrmed.Asicabo entry-level requirements. ru ture possibilities and training requirements as they

relate to the job. Report findings back to class and compile for future use.

a panel of personnel managers from human services businesses or oAzations to discuss personal 196

lualitieslfeceisary fctientryinto and success in occ lions related to human services (e.g., patience, good

;health, amiability, depeklability). Summarize by cc pilirrg a master list for classroom display.

'

Using articles, catalogues or bulletins from colleges, community colleges and other postSecondaoy
institutions, identify careers for which they traip students.61Pick a career goal in 'flae human services area and
list courses available to prepare persons for entry level (e.g.. paraprofessional. professional, other) as well as
higher levels. Summarize findings in 3 written or oral report.

.
Identify part-time and volunteer human services jobs, in your community. rktermine. entiy-level
requirements and other criteri,, f,I clic:h john Chafe information in a class discussion.

As a class, plan.a Job Fair or Career Day in your school or commonify. Be sure to'include human se.
occupations. At the Joh Fair or on areer Day. tnterview exhihft.ors in the human services field

,requirements for entry into and the field?Share findingS in a f(Vilotip class discussidn.

Invite counselors, and personnel managers to discuss issues of confidentiality related to human,servicei
occupations. Search through rnpga7ines and newspapers to locate articles 'crincerning the violatiori of
confidentiality in human sevieet oC..cupationS. Follow by writing. a brief story describing what -mip,tft;

,, happen an expkteci corifidenfiatity is violated in..a 'specific job situation. Share stories in class 3
summarize by compiling a list of exp,r. tations related to eonfldentkility iti human services occupations.

View Preparing for an inVvie,t,. Act otif apnlyi4 tot in -Summalize by identifying

tecliniikes wlych seemed c kik
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4
,UGGESTED COU,141GOAL, he student will be able to determine personal interests in and talents for

occupations in the area Of human services.

o

LEARNING TAPER IENC1S RESOURCES

. . . .

Explore your own interests in andt ents for o n human seiyices.by taking an aptitude test or
interest inventory. Use results to write an essay or joUrn -entry describing the following: human services
occupations you find most and least interesting and whi; human services occupations which would be most
suitable for you, considering present iri4erests, skills and abilities-, yi,tur'.overall feelings about pursuing a

4 .t -career in the area of human services. .., w.
, -P ' a .

XA

individually, identify and list the five things y6u -do best.. In a small group, brainstorm ways these skills
might be used in human services occupations. Share your ideas withjsther class members.

. . ,

Make a list of your ten
.
main infests and one of your ten main' talents.q.Jsing information previously

A'acquired about requirements for entry into and in human services occupations. write a short essay
describing Which human ieNces occupatfons you feel would hest suit your 't .

Brainstorm the traits of a person in a hurtian services occupaton.,Analyze yourself as to whether you have
these special talents and traits. identify ways to cultivate desired characteristics in yourself.

Working in groups Of three to five and given different' occupations from human services, identify the skills
and talents you perceive would be necessary to the jobs. Interview a person engaged in each occupation
about skills and talent's needed for the jobs. I ater, compare and contrast your views of the occupations
with the views of the persons interviewed.. Shale findings in a class discussion.

Survey people in several human services occupations. Identify skills common to all occupations and compile
a list of them. Check those ,skills which you already possess. Suggest ways to acquire or develop additional
skills.

As a class; read a magazine or newspaperarticle involving the services contributed by a person employed in
a human services occupation. Surnmarize the role of the worker deFticted. Identify the personal traits
possessed by the worker. Follow by Writing a confidential paper desCribing how you might be able to
assume the role of the worker descrihed in the article, hnsod (111 whatiyou know about your own personal
traits.

.1

Invite arepresentative of eduCation or a representative of ,auhuman services business to share recent and
future trends in human services occupathms. Follow by discussing hoithese trend's might allow you to use
yob!' interests and talents to pursue human services occupations.

Interview .a representative of a volunteer agency or a volunteer coordinator to determine needs for
volunteers in your commut4ty. Rank order those opportunities which interest you. Coinpare your
preferences witAther-class members. Discuss how volunteers cand their skill's and interests can contribute
valuable time to the human services in your community.

Develop a list of characteristics or traits you feel characterize a good homemaker. Compare and contrast
with characteristics needed in human services occupations. Share 'feelings abotit homeilticeto in a

. class discussion. Follow In writing an essay describing'why you would or would not be.satisfietTin.the role
of full -time hitmemaker, identifying pertinent personal ;.liarpcteristics or traits.
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SLRGESTED COURSE GOAL The student will be able to apply hiuna'n services skills to other occupations.

LEARNING EXPE RESOURCES .

As a group, identify the skills necessary for a competent babysit ter (or other jWicommonly performed by

class members). For each babysitting skill identified, brainstorm five of more jobs, where this'skill

might be used. Discuss' the interrelationship of many human services,skills. Analyze whyb- is

,interrelationship mgy exist and discuss.

Make a listsof jobs you hold or have held (both paid and volunteer). Give examples ofhuman services skills
used in those jobs. As a class, list and compare human services skills used in similar and different jobs.

Work in groups to develop lists of specific tasks cNried out in the course of managing a home and family.
Share lists and then describe human services skills that may be useful in carrying out the tasks identified.
Illustrate findings on a bulletin board display depicting the use of human services skills at home.

Discuss problem situations that might arise when both partners in a home work outside the home. Suggest
possible solutionk tp these problems by identifying human services skills that could be put to use by both
partners in the home.

In small groups, think of things- that might happen if no one in your home had any human servicevskills.
Discuss possible situations. Summarize by generalizing about the importance of hunian services skills in

family functioning. 07'

In a class discussion, speculate about the role attitudes play in oh-the-job relationships (e.g., between
employer and employe;employe and einploye., employe and customer/client). Then, working in groups,
discuss situations that illustrate possible conflicts that might arise in each of the on-the-job relationships.
Suggeq ways the conflicts could have been prevented or minimized. Summarize by generalizifijrabout The
value aapplying relationships skills in Oc4pations other than those claSsified strictly as human services,

Invite- a panel of persons employed in human services occupations (e.k, teacher,S social worker,
psychologist, nursery school teacher-1) to discuss the skills they use in their jobs. Develop a list. Work in
groups representing clusters of o.itpations other that, human services (e.g.. clerical, food service,
agriculture. industrial) to idefirify Iiiin,,ot services skill,: that would he useful Share ideas in a class

discdision. ..

Invite aiocal or state electtd official (e g., school hoard member, city council person, county commissioner,
state senatdr or representaiive) to describe her or his duties as they relate to human services. Summarize by
generalizing about the importance of human cervices skills to public officials.

ib

Brainstorm a fist of jobs not generally associated vigh human services. Discuss the questions:Nhat are the
skills needed for these jobs? Are there any jobs ilia? (10 not require some huMan services skills? Follow by
Collecting pictures and words illustrating the use of human services skills in various,occuPations. Create a
pictife generalization about the maw; lic of human services skills in the world of work.

0
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ASSESSMENT

S

kfr

I*
In the Opal-Based Planning for Home Economiai section of this guide, four sets of desired outcomes
were identified: (1) state goals; (2) district goals; (3) program goals;(4) course goals. Competencies,
were discussed. Personal goals of individual studentovere mentioned. These were followed by
specific suggestions (learning activities, teaching strat es, resources, alternative instruction, etc.)
designed to assist the planner in implementing a goal-based curriculum.'

Once 'Instructional. plans are implemented, the teacher must pose the question: Are' students
attaining desired outcomes, and is the home economics program helping them to reacIt'those.
outcomes? The quality of the answers to these questions depends on for what purpose and how well
assessment activities are designed and carried out.

To measure the attainment of any goal or %competency (Wds it reached? . .. not Why? or Why not?
or even How well?), Oregon uses ASSESSMENT. Assessment in Oregon meanstaking inventory
asking, Where are we? Evaluation in Oregon means judging the tnventory(ies)asking, What'd we
intend to do? What did we do? How well'd we do it? What would we do differently- if we did it
over? sessment and evaluation are rip/ synonyms in Oregon. ,. ,

a
.

If it is dekirable to know the kind of overall job the home economics program is doing, then,the
performance, of groups of students is significant. Assessment focuses on whether an acceptable
majority of students is attaining established ,goals. The needs of groups of students can then e

yridentified and program planning improved accordingly. If, however, it is desirable to know how ..ell
individual students are attaining desired (or required) outcomes, then the Performance of each
individual student' is significant. Assessment focuses On the needs, interests, and learning strengths
and weaknesses of individual students as they strive to develop and demonstrate desired.outcpmes.
The .rieedsof individual students can then he identified and learning activities teaching strategies,
resources, etc., adjusted accord inglly. . . ( .

These relationships are shown below. Assessment of ,each of the elements shown' in the-figure will
provide.answers to particular kinds quectiong

4

a k

ASS!? FI rspr CROUP AND INDIvInDAL! PERFORMANCES

CIOUe.TEI4ORA A NcES
relined lo

i;ist lk ( owls
= N.,1{0111 .to Js

Course rind I 'nit ) rnali

INDIVIDUAL rrPrnR "
related to

NCES

Cimpetenciet
Personal Goals
Learning St renri

&Weaknesses

-.7

7
1. Identlt\

ckoup,
NEF.DS

_.t
it.
kInthh,
INDIVIDUAL
NFEDS

OVE PROGRAMS

adjusting phins, gosh. courses,
manor activities .

io IMPROVE INSTRUCTION
by

adapting itategies, practices.
performancv

reyliuements
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Assessment of district goll attainment answers the question: To what extent are students attaining
the outcomes of schooling the community and its schools desire?

Assessment of program goal attainment answers the question: To what extent are students attaining
the outcomes home economics teachers and curriculum planners desire?

Assessment of course goal attainment answers the question: To what extent are students attaining
the outcomes home economics teachers desire for Human Development & the Family?

Assessment , of competency attainment answers the question: To what extent is a student
its demonstrating desired applications of what has been learned in order to graduate?

. .
Assessment of personal goal attainment answers the question:'To what extent is a student attaining
those outcomes designated as of greatest personal importance, need, or interest? .--

. ,_.

40 i.

Assessment of learning strengths and weaknesses answers the question: Wh,at characteristics
reflepted by a stuant's performance can be seen as enhancinl or inhibiting attainment of desired
outcomes? ... , rt-a,

44*

a .
: i

4,
In seeking answers to these questions; student performances that 'can be accepted, as indicators of... .. a

attainment of desired outcomes must be clear. These performance indicators serve to guide the
assessment activfiltin producing the most needed information. .

, .
. .

.. .

To be in compliance with state reivirements, each district must assure that.assessMent activities are
tarried out -in relation to three points. Assessment ,Of student demonstration of competenOies
required for graduation, and identification of learning strengths and weaknesses are two of these. In
addition, the home &Commies program may be selected by your district" fOr a special kind of . .

assessment required by'the 'state. If thins happens, it will be necessary to analyze the go of the
1

program to determine the extent to whidh students .must5develop or apply reading, writ ng, and .
computing skills in attaining those goalsAssesivIr,If will then fornson describing how well the
necessary sking arr. \tPinp cirv.1,,t--/I or 'i)rvliecl *

'N..
le

.20

a
.41 ; ,

*Ass bment.in goal-based planning is de.scrib on Pages 17,30 in the bervelriASecondary Guide. for Origon Schools.: Part'

Sugggstions. (Salem: OregonPertment ucptioil, I 071,)

i
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RESOURCES

Print

Books & Articles for Students
A

A). dine, yirginia. Dibs: In Search of Self. New York: Ballantine
Books, Inc, 1976. (paperbact), .

2 Baker, Katherine R: and Xenia Fane. Understan Guiding
-Young Children. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall. Inc. 1975.

3 Brisbane, Holly E. and Aukey Riker. The Developing Child
Peoria, IL: Charles 1. Bennett Co. Inc. 1971.

.

40t B,ry, Adelaide. T
Life.s New Yor :

w '3-(paperback)

. wtNetaper, Henry E. and Mary

Primer: Transactional Analysis in Everyday
Harper and Row Publishers, Inc. 1973.

N

Wanda D raper. Siudying Children:
Peoria, 11.):Th.barles A. Rennettjo.kierving and Participating.

`ri. Inc
'

1977. (paperback)

-6 Draper, Wanda and Henry E. Draper. C171 irkg chiymn
IL: Charles A. Bennett Co, Inc. fo 7

7 Eshleman, J. Rossi. The.Famik:
Allyn and Flacon, Inc, 1974. ow

9
I _

8 Fane, 'XeRia F. Child Care Career. Englewood' Cliffs. NJ:
Prentfc'e-Hall, Inc 1977, (paperback)

50. Fleck, ietta and Louise Feinandez. Exploring family Life.
.Englewoo Cliffs; NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1977.

Introduerib%-teoston MA

10 (Freed, Alvy' n M. T.A. for Tots (and Other Prinzes). Sacramento,
CA: Jalmar Press, Inc, 1973. (paperback)

41. Ginott, Haini. Between Parent and Teenager. New York: Avon
''t' Books, 19.30. (paperback) 41

12 Gibran, Kahlil. The Prop ei. New York:
(paperback)'

. 13 :Harris, Thomas A. I'm' ,DX, You'reW: A
. .

TransdatIonal Analysis,' New Ycor): Av

Alfred A. K'holit, 1923.

0

Practical Otride to
on Books, 197..

paperback)

" "

data reportedly accurate
at time ?f publication-

- Address

Ballantine Books, Inc
201 East 50th Street
New York, NY 10022

Prentice -Mall, Inc
Route 9 West
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

Charles A. Bennett Co, Inc
809 West Detweiller Drive
Peoria, IL 61614

Harper and Row Publishers, Inc
10 East 53id Street
New York, NY 10022

(see 3)

(see 3)

Allyn and Bacon, Inc
407 Attabtia, Avenue
Roston, MA 02210

(see 2)

Jalmar Pre,S1, Inc
391 MunrcOtreet

a.cramenfo, CA 9582&.'

t
Avon Booksi4,.1ze
959 8th Avenue
New...York, NY 10019

,Alfred A. Knopf, Inc
Subs.cof Random House

.204 East 50th.Street ;

14,evfYorie, n, 1.0022
v .

(see 19

ro

.
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4

16 Hurlock, Elizabeth. Child Growth and Devielopment. 'New York: -.
McGraw-Hil} Book Co, 1970.

elm

Books & Articles for. Students

1411 "HoW12Concuer Stress," Family Circle Magazine.' January l972,
pp. no bailable. 4!

15 Hunt, Morton. "Leamihg to Lve," Seventeen. February 1976,
pp. 87, 126-8.

17 Killilea, Marie. Karen. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc,-
-1962. (1)ell paperback available-for grades 7 0: Noble paperback

- -available fof'grades J 0- l 2.)

rs Knox, DaVid, Marriage: Who, When, 14/171 9Fnglewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentitle-- 1,,Inc, 1974. (paperback )

19 Lair, Jess. l Ain't Much Baby But I'm All rye Got. New York:
Fawcett World library, 1976. (paperbitck) '

20 Landis, Judson T. and Mary G. Landis,, Building A Sur, evviul
Marriage. Englewood Clific, NI' Prentice Hhll. In,c, 1Q77

21 Landis, Judson T. and Mary GI'T,andi-t, Per,;)nal Adlustment,
Marriage and family I icing. 1,,p1Pw00,1 f, NJ: pr en t iop

Inc, 1975.

22 Landis, Paul H. ,Your Manage and Tamil, I it ing New York:
McGiaw-Hill Book Co. Inc, 1" 7 7

23 Lund, Doris. Eric. New York Pritdiching 1Q74

24 Newman, Mildred and Bernard Berkowitz. How to Br sour 0Wri
Best Friend. New York: Random House, lo, .1073.

25 Paolucci, Beatrice, Theodora Faiola. and Patricia
Personal Perspectives: 'A Guide; to Decision Making.
McGraw-Hill Book CO, 1973

26. Phillips, Paul and Franklin Cordell. 1 tit l'Ok" Niley11 11#

Adtfrest
411--

Family Circle Magazine,
488 Madison Averiue
New York, NY 10022

Seventeen
Triangle Publications, Inc
320 Park AVenue
New 'York, NY 10022

McGraw-Hill Ac Co
1221 Avenue ofthe Americas
New York, NY 10020

Dell Publishing Co, Inc
and "*.

Noble & Noble PubWers, Inc
One Dag Hammarskjold Plaza
245 East 47th Street
New York, NY 10017

(see 2)

Fawcett World Library
1515 Broadway
New York, NY 10036

(see 2)

(see 7)

(see 16)

(see 17)

Random House, Inc
201 E. 50th Street
Slew York, NY 10022

'Thompson. (see 16)
New York:

/4.

'Communications, 19745. (paperback)

27 Rikei, Audrey, P. and Holly Brisbane. Married. Life. Peogia, IL:
Charles A. Bennett CO, lit, 1976:

28. U.$. Departrr*,of dbort Dictiohary of Occupational Titles!
Washington, DC: U.S. Governnhent Printing Office, 1P77.

11$

,Argun Communications
7440 Natchez Avenue
Niles;IL 60648"'

(see. 3)

,,Superintendent of Documents
U.S. GdPernment Printing Of' ice
WashingtonDC '20402

4
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Books & 'Articles for Students

29 U.S. Department of Lal2or,.Bureau Labor Statistics. Handbook
of Labor Statistics. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing
Office. (current issue)

30 U.S. Department of Labor. Occupational Outlook Handbook.
Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1,977.

.

31 Westlake, Helen. Relationships: A Study in Atman Behavior.
Lexington, MA: Ginn and Co, 1972.

32 Wexle Susan. The Story of .Cry,/,
Libras1971."(paperhack)

Pamphlet,

New York. New Amerian

33 A Guide to Prorer Pirti, PA
197c

34 Are You His /Her Type:' White Plains,
National Foundation, 197; too. 9.00o6i

1"4
35 A Safer iVorlti for BOA' am;

John'' l'"
-

h
36 A Settin

Health.
. n.d..kno 6)

11

1.,,k

-,;to,i,,,,,t1. 11( I 1.e1tatitni1(
,," . IT " "' t+ aelt;rnt

Bab; !'s hating and N,

7")

38 Baby Care New York

39 Babysitter's HantAookIrl Froerperice
Natitinal Fire Protecti,n Ms,o,iation 1 0-

40 Baker, Katherine R. Ideas .:Thitt Work witli Y'(

Washington. DC: Natrona! /ilsticiati.,, the

Young Children.5n.d.

C(I.

4

(see 28)

(see 28)
c>.

Address

Ginn and Co
I Spring Street

Ukington, MA 02173

New( American Library
1301 Avenue of the Americas
N'w York, NY 10019

AddrE:sfe*,

H.J. Heinz Co
1-062 Progres Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15230

March of Dimes National Foundation
Box 2000
White Plains. NY 10602

e, Johnson & Johnson
Instructional.MaterinIF Inc

Roqnv). 1t,4A

Childs en.
tion ,4f

4 .

it

41 Be Good to You" Baby Before It Is Born .Whit. MIAs, NY
March of, Dimes National Foundation. 19151 (no ,9-0002)
(Spanish langualpyersioi3.no. 9.7,0 I 19.)

42 Deriicts: Questions and dlilswers. White-Plains, NY: Myth
of Dimes National Foundati4, 1975, (no. 9-0007). I'

43 ...a.:11irth Defects: The Tragedy and. tife'Hope, White Plains:

'..
1,)arl.th of Dines --- National Foundatidi, 47c:( n).S. 9t006)

..!
- JP' #

.4,, ..1. .

..i.:,11,

,IZ:: 4

18 Fist 41st St,eet
Nov 1( "11, N lOtIt

;111,

1S-2)

lc)

(see 35)

National Fire Protection
60 Batteryinarch Street
Roston. MA 02110

Aisocia on

National Associatioff-for the F
of Young Children

1834 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Washington. IX' 20009.

(cr.e .1'11 t

(see 34,1...;

.'rrif

NY (see,-34 ) 6

it
a .
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Pamphlets

4 a

44r Bryant, John`-E. Helping Your Child Speak Correctly. Nev York:
Public Affairs Committee, 1970.

.

45 Buying Children's Clothing. Corvallis, si)R: OSU Cooperativ
Extension Service, 1971.

t?'

A'ddreis

Public ff ,Conimittee
22 Street
New ,York, NY 10016

SU Cooperative;Extension Service
tegon State Ufflversity

'Corvallis, OR 97331

,46 Caring Baby. Columbus, OH: Ross Laboratories, 1973.

a

47 Child's Play. Cambridge, MA: Educational Development Centeiff
Inc, n.d. (student and teacher editions available)

48 Conditions for Learning. .(No. 9 in Caring for Children Series.)
Washington, DC: U.S:. Department of Health. Education, and
Welfare, Office of Child Development, n.d.

49 ConfrdentiQj White Plains, NY: March of Dimes National
Fobndation, 5. (np. 9-0024) (SpNnish larrgilage version no.

'---9Y0075AWritten for men; emphasizes the importance of prenatal
care)

.;

a' 541P Feeding Your Bahl? R rear? /W/rod Portland OR: Oregon State
Health Division, n.d

50 Cooley's Anemia and Birth Defects Prevention. White Plains, NY:
March of Dimes National Foliridatihrt, 10 7` tn., 0 nn4 )

51 Facts,About Breast 1 - -Ilr.,o

1974.

TfIhri"oti RI co.

52 Fast Facts About Sickle Cell irnentia. White Plaityl NV; rh
Dimes National Foundation. 1.07c (90 0 (V)(11

:

53 Feeding Your Baby. Bottle Method
Health Division. n rl

Oregon State

' Ross Laboratories
625 Cleveland
Columbus, OH 43216

Educational Development Center, Inc
15 Mifflin Place
Cambridge, MA 02138

55 Fire Safety Tips for thy Pathyvitter Salem OR: Office of the

State Fire.Marshal, n d.

56 Food Befor5Siy Rosemont. IIa
: ..

57 Food fo( the Farhily with Young ren. Washington, DC: U.S. ,(see 28)
Department of .Agricultdre, 1973. (Home and Garden Bolletin)

..
4 .

.. .I. . .
Toys4" . 58 . Vrazief, Roberta t. 'Children and Toy . Corvallis, ORt. OSU

: e'dditative tension erviee, 1972. (Circulalilo. IR],

..:,:. i
*

i

. . .4h

'' 4 . . lit '-'" " . 1' b ..,
. ..-

!.,-
i 92

.- 97- ..

Nitiunal 1),,i, Council. 101

(see28)
-r

(see 34)

(see 34)

Mead Johnson & Co
*/400 West Pennsylvania Street

Fvancville. IN 47717

(see 34)

Oregon State Health Division
Maternal and.Child Health 'Section
1400 SW 5th Street
Portland, OR .97201

(see 53)

Office of the State Fire Marshal s.
First Floor, Laborau,g1 Industries

Building
Salem, OR 97310

National Dairy Council
6300 North River Road.
Rosemont, IL 60018

(see 45)

-, -!'
.f.
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Pamphlets

-,

59 From I to We. Miashingtoo, DC: .U.S. Department OT'HeaJh,
1

(see 28)

:' ,
. '

.s_.,._

Educdtion, and Welfare, Office of Human Develop.ment,.n.d. (no.
8) 41' 4 ...

. *.

, 6a GetrI c Cot ling. White.,Pliins; NY: Marskof Dimes Nation '10 (see 34)
a

Fotinti kti,oe147.1-: (rio:-9-0022) , / . '* ,''' 's. ).
, .4., .t. -. . ::7:7 ,-. t, , a IP - '''

61 Handbook Of Child Safety. Fremont, MI: Gerber Prodt.I.ct4Jt,. HCoGerVe3roducts C
n.d. ---...... ' . 445 State Street

:-- , Fremont, MI 49412

. .
r

'

. . Addreg
.;

62 Healthy Snacks. Portland, OR: Gregori_State Health Division. n.d. OregonState Health Division
Health Education Section
1400 SW 5th Street
PortlandR 9720C

63 Helpful Guidance Techniques. Corvallis, Oft: OSU Cooperative (see 45)
Extension Service, n.d. (PNW Bulletin No. 64)

64' Hirsch, Elizabeth. The Block Book. Washington, DC National (see 40)
Association for the Education of Yo4ing Children. n.d

65 Home Eye Test for Preschoolers. New York' National Society for National Society for the Prevention
. the Prevention of Blindness. Inc, 1975. of Blindness, Inc

79 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016

01.

66 'How to Choose Baby Ch.th, ernvi, I Nil: Gerber rtod,ir iR (ceP (.1)
1973.

67 "Human Environments I -,- tt 01 1"- r rec1,1,-N

. Co, Inc

68 infant Care. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Ht.alth,
Education, and Welfare, Office of Child Development, 1973.

J.C. Penney Co, Inc
Educational Relations
1301 Avenue of the Americas
New York. NY 10019

(see 2R)

69 Infant. Care Whdn Traveling. Mead .o.inson & Co. (see 51)
1971.

70 Infant Nutrition. F;emont, MI- Gerber Products C0,1972.. (see 61)

7.1 "Is Society Meeting the Needs of the Family? Forum (Spring/ ' (see 67)
Summer 1974), J.C. Penney Co, Inc,

72 leeeping Baby Clean. New York: Johnson Sr Johnson:4977 . (se 35)

73 Language is for Communication. (No. 10 in Caring for Children (see 28)4.
Serres.) Waihington, DC: U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, Office of Child Development, n.d.

... )
74. 'Look Out.11 It Burns! Washington, DC: U.S. Depart nt of (see 28)

;Health, .Eduation, and Welfare, Office of Child Develo ent, Jr'
:ft .

,,

.44 t
75 Meals for Mothers-to-Be. Pailand, OR: OregOn State Health (see§31, ...f.i..1..v Division, n.d. - r

Na
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Pamphlets
is

76 Mental Re.tatclation: WhOt Is It? Syracuse, NY: New Readers
Press, 1970, , .

A

:1 \
77: No ;Twct Alike: Yj

1

1

,

.

..

ing Children with Special /reeds. G rrib ridge.
,,, MA:lEaucatidnal J everopmen.t- Centel', Inc, n.d. (5t erftr and

,,,*". teacher gditiorreerailable) ,:' , . '' to .
:

,
.. - .1.;.,

78' Nutrition And Birth Defects Prevention. White Plains. NY: March
of Dimes nal Foundation, 1975. (no. Q-0028)

...79 Parent handbook for Parents of Children Who Learn in Different
Wi2ys.'Salem, OR: Oregon Department Of Education, 1975.

%Address

NeweReadeks ress
1.1 1;1/2 East 'Pa tte"Stieet
Syracur, N.Y 43' 10

(kee 47?),
- , r.

.

4.7

(see 34)'`'

80 Planning for Free Living. Seattle,. WA: FeMinist Northwest, n.d.
(Curriculum materials .for combatting sex *role stereotyping in ,

Home Economics, Family Living and Career Awareness courses)
.

81 Playing Safe in Toyland. Washington, DC: U.S: Department Of (see 28),
Health, Education, and Welfare. offie of Child Development. -

n.d.

82 Pregnaly. and Nutrition. Berkeley. Ck sietv for Nutrition
Education, n.d.

Oregon Department of Education
942 Lancaster Drive NE
Salem, OR 97310

Feminist Northwest
5038 Nicklas Place NE
Seattle, W4-98105

,Prenatal. Care.
0- Education, and

ingtori. DC ri Department of Health.
Warr. Offico ( Development. 1973.

Protecting Bahr from Rash. Cb,
Gamble, I 071

)f r t,rf et 111(1

85 Protecting Infants and 7'oddlerc fpn, te,///ents. Ci,,,i,Irrar I. OH:

Proctor and Gamble, 1077
;-".

R6 Protecting Infants and Toddlev 1m n,i,,,,i.oisoned. Cincinnati,
0H: Procter and Gamble. 1°7'

87 Raising a Family Atone MA 1:(itinti.In:11

Development Center. Jr'. n d

88 Ranking g. Problems Rrlated to Retirement
DWastingtoM C.-American A vr,-i,olon of

4djustment.
Person': n ri

,

it Ring-A-Ring 0.Rocpc F lint. MI ,f 1,74

90 Rules Govlirning Standards for Day Care Facilities in Oregon.
Salem OR: Children's Services Division, Department of Human
Resources, 1975. $.

.
91 SittinkSafely. Fremont, MI' Gerber Productc Co, 1070

Jr

94

*Society for NutritionEducation
, 2140 Shattuck Avenue Suite 1110
Berkeley, CA 94761i-

(see 28)

Procter and Gamble
301 East Sixth Street
Cincinnati, OH 4570?

(gee 84)

(gee 84)

(gee 47) r

American Association of 'Retired-Persons
1909 K Street NW
Wachington, DC 20049

Flint Board of Education
923 East Kearsley
Flint, MI 48503

Children's Services Division
Department of. Human Resources
Public Service Building
Salem, OR 97310

(seebl)
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Pamphkts....

: .

Sitting Safety pl Bah sitters. New York: IV etropolitan
. ,

Itisurance Co, l970.. , .

. ..,, --'
92 Life tropolitan Life fourance Co

r.,.. adisson Avenue - e.
' , ..- '. , Neyt'York, NY 1001'0 .

. . . .
. - ......- ,

,
.

,a4
.r

-
. 9, Straajman, Marcelle. Marriage, Enrichment, Love. Corvallis, OR:

OSU Cooperative Extension Service, 1976.
_/ (see 45)

. ,
-., r°..., ...4

MD: American Occupatio al Therapy go,uttclatien,'
Inc

.. 6000 Executive Boulev'ard .,

Rockville, MD 20852,

;

40

40
0 ,

Address
. .

,

+'

94 The ,Child With Minimal Brain Dysfunction. Rockville,
_American Occupational Therapy Foundation. Inc, It)7.4.

95. The Epilepticichilin School Portland. OR. Frilepsl enn, of
Oregon, Inc, n.d.

96 "The Future as
Penney Co, Inc

97 , The Idea Box. Washington, DC: ,Natiunal
Education of Young Children, n.d.

Transition. forum (Fall/Winter 1975), J.C.
MP,

Association for the

98 The .Phe mena' of Nrly Development./ ohimb us, OH: Ros
Labnratones, 1974.

99 The &Tap Book: A Collection of Activities ,for Preschoolers. Atin
Arbor, MI: Friends of Perry NuAery School. 1972.

100 Tay-Sachs Disease, and ,Birth libfects Prevention. White Plains,
NY: March of Dimes-National F6undation, 1975 (no 9-0100)

101 *aye! Time: 9 Months. White Plai4s, NY: March of Dimes
IiRtional Foundation, 197°5. (no. 9-0016) (ST)36ich language
version no. 9-0015)

102 Unprescribed Drugs and Birth' Defects Prevention. White Plain's,
NY: March of Dimes4./ational Foundation. 1°75 (n, 9.0g120)

103 Ways Children Learn. (No. .1 in Caring for Children Series.)
Washington, DC: 'U.S. Department of Health. Fdtic:ition. and
Welfare, Office of Ghilll Development. n d.

.

' 104 We' Want You to. Know A bow PreVenting Childhood Poisonings:,
Rockville, MD:' U.S. Department of Health. Education, and
Welfare, PubliaFleahil Service. n d. (no. [HFWJ is -7001) .

105 What About is Plitie? Cambridge, MA
Development Center, Inc, 1975,

1111
meo When Baby Is Ill.. New York.: Johnson & Johnson, n:(1

Fdlirafinnal,

v

05

Epilepsy League of Oregon, Inc
718 West Burnside Street
Portland, OR 97209

(see 67) -

(tee 40)

(see 4.61

.4

Perry Nurry Scbool
, 1541 Westeniw -Avenue

Ann Arbor. MI 48104

(see 14)

(see 34)

(see 31
*.

(see 28) ,

U.S. Department of Health, Education:.
and We are

Public HiMh Service
illood and Drug Administration

5600 Fishers Lane
RookvijEle. MD 0857

(see 47)

(see 35)

e
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107, A Good Pregnancy Diet. Cincinnati, OH: Procter and Gamble,

1974.'
.

1108 Awareness: Insight Into People. New York: J.C. Pegity,Co,
1970.

'109 Baby Care KletlfurtsWittn They ;Cry. Washington, it: U.S:,
Consumer Product Safety tommission, n.d.

Crowd,}- Cincinnati, OH: Procter and Giinble, n.d.110 Baby's M
(foste,r)

(see 84)

(see 67)

Address.
ear

U.S: Consumer product Safety Commission
Washington, DC 20207

(

'111 Baby's Pr fatal Groitth; Cincinnati, OH: Procter and Gamble, ysee 84)

n.d. (Poger) .

*
112 Baby's.SoCial and Em9tional Growth. Cincinnati, OH: Procter (see 84)

and Gamble, n.d. (Poster) .

113 Becoming: A Course in Human Relationships. Philadelphia, 4: ;,
J.B. Liivincott

,.
,

J.13,- Lippincott Co,'1975. Educational Publishing I tvisi n

.' East Washington Square
Philadelphia, PA 19105

..

114. 'Career evelopment: F;duration for Living. New York: J.C. (see 67)

Tenney Co, Inc, 1974.
.....e 115 Divb)ce in the R.S. (Sociological resources 'for Social (see 7)

StudiesEpisodes in Social Inquiry Series 1 Boston, MA; Allyn

.t.s:fa worksheets)
and Flacon', inc. tern (ripPrhari, si.(1% unit 'pith and

0,

-,i .

*0 ,
,

, 116 Ethnic Heritage- 4 living 'Vocal, N#,.., Ne , r k t C Penney Cr`. (see 67) ,-..-

'151c, 1973.
0

.
; gip.

4'

117 Exploring Childhood. -Educational Development Center, Inc, *(see

teaCher gindes)
1975. (Three modirle sets of bool#1,1s filmstrips, records,

4- ?

.118' Family form and Social Setting. (Sociological resources for (see 7)
Social Studies-.--Episodes in Social Inquiry Series ) Bovn, MA:,

Allyn and. Bacon, Inc, 1971.

19
.

0

General Aptiltiatest Battery. Orders for tests and all accessories (see 28)

must beqeared through a State Employment Service Office. rest
booklets" and. maminis rii,tributed the U.S, Government

Printing Office

120' Good Food for the Health of the Mother and .Baby !During . (see 34)

Pregnancy. White Plains, NY: March of DimesNationafFOunda-
..

tion, 1973, (Poster no. 9-004)-

i 411

121 Littlg Ideas Workshop. Portland, OR' Oregon Dairitouncil, n.d. Oregon.11airy Council
. 0123 SW Hamilton

.. Portland,.OR ,V201

" 110

,_

.1.. .1
.

.. in Protect Mommies from GermanMeasles. nite,Plains, NY: Ma;ch (see 34)
of DimesNational FC.undation, 1975, (Poster no. 9-002tn

5 .

I

0.

96-1



Kits & Games

123 Roles ,of Modern Women. (Sociological resources for Social
Studies Episodes in Social Inquiry Series ) Boston, MA: Allyn
and Bacon, Inc: 1972. (Paperback study `Linn with guide and
worksheets)

12:4 Steps in Baby's Physical Maturation and Motor Control.
Cincinnati, OH: Procter.and Gamble, n,d. (Poster)

125 The Home. An Environment Jr o Human Growth. Now York TC.
Penney Co. Inc, n.d.

126 "Young, David and Paul DeKock. Cycle: An Interaction Unit
Introducing the Stages of the Human Life Cycle. Lakeside. ('A'
Interact Co. 1973. (Simulation haqed life c% cit.)

7 .1*-WitSt2Srle leV

128 ('oil...El'

(29 /),,.../a/i/c

III) 1)4 S.411 (;ru,

Maga 7ill

Address

(see 7)

(see 84)

(see 67)

Imeract Co
PO Box 262-
Lakeside. CA 92040

or
Social Studies School Service
10000 Culver Blvd, Dept oft
clover City, CA 00210

,4,l,?recc

Akwasasne Notes
Mohawk Nation
Rooseveltown, NY 13683

Co-Ed
Home Economics Division
Scholastic Book Services
Division of Scholastic Mava7ine
5() West 44th Street
New York, NY 10036

American Academs of .1,11 N.'irisces
Harvard Ilniveoiity
7 Linden Street
Cambridge. MA 0r118

Del So/ Grit°
2150 Shattuck AvenlI
Berkele, (A 0.1704

111 /'ac, tl vcl /hr Chinese itnierican Journal EastWest, The Otilu've %Interim',
Journal

838 Grant Avenue. Suite.307
San Francisco. CA 94108

132 Fhont Ehony
1820 South tvlichigiii Avenue

'Chicago. 11 60(' I('

1 3 'it v (see 4)

134 Integrated Education Northwestern t sits'
2003 Sheridan Road
Evanston. 11 60201

')7

7



A.

I 35 Negro History Bulletin

Magazines

(
136 Phylon Review of Race and Culture

Address

Association for the Study of Negro
Life and History, Inc

1401 14th Street NW
Washington, DC 20005

Phylon: Review of Race and culture
Atlanta University.
Atlanta, GA 30314

137 The Crisis, Official Organ of the National Association /Or the Crisis Publishing Company, Inc
-1drortcemetir Colored PeopA 1970 Broildway

New York. NY 10019

118 Wassaia American Indian Historical SocietN
1451 Masonic Avenue
can 0,1I I 7

tkooky rind Irti( Iry I; )1- Tr./here Addreek

1.;94. "Alternate Life Styles At hrri, './ourrro/,r1 guile
.70 Econoritice Oct lo7:' pp .1')

1 Ill Apgar, Virginia. )nil Joan Beck Iv 1/1 RiR/rt NOW

York. Pocket Books, Inc, I Q74

I I I Airir. Ntrilian M and Richard M Fox Totter rainine ir
00, :t. .t c.,.. ,. In 1.)-

I 1. Bahcnk. Dturoli, F. and rem Keep : Raising Kidc 0 A N.1
Nr'r ,n111s. 1977

1.1; Bach. George R. and Peter Wyden. The Intimate Enemy How to
Fight Fair in Lore and Marriage. Caldtv ell. NI William Morn
And Co. lrie. loho

Journal ()orrie Economics
American Home Economi.s Association
;010 Massachusetts Avenue NW
Washington. DC 2()036

Pocket Books. Inc
Div. of Simon & Schuster. Inc
1230 Avenue i,f the Americas
New York. NY 10020

Simon and Schuster. Int
121P Avrmue el the America.

1 I il01(1

1, I I I

William Morrow and co. Inc
Wilnwr Warehouse
6 I-render:on Drive Wet,.
('alritt ell NI (1-000

111 Bach. George R, and Ronald M. De(Its,11 /'airing., Ne%a. York Ise,, I I

Avon Books, I9,7

Berne. Each lhintes PetIple P/oi New York Ballantme Books
Inc. 1970. (paperback)

1.1r Bing. Ell/aheth .V.iv Practical I cvs(ot, 1." a
New York Hint 1m

(77,/,/)

I 1- Bo,,ton hildin: Pledical Center l'regmmey, Rirrlr dm
.Vewhorn Bahl. Nek1 \f' ,,t1;

Uti

(see 1 I

14./'k
(1(,(1 I It th Akt`11"1"

N,kk r N\ 1(1(,1 '

1)elacour re l'reo:
1)istributed h, I)ial Press lir
I 1)rg Ikurinar tkjold

l :a 1-th Street
'.'re .1 '41,'



RI 4 PAS . rriclec tior I eatthery

II'. H: nihtmalte. Dunne and litt,:t Bayh. "The 1)isplace(1
I l.anerti.ikei.-.1,)urrial ,.1 Home hi o.o, 1977. 11 N-9.

3'
.1'

I b) lir :cgs, 1)kiii,411 ( ) f 'll ' ' ;lad .1' St" "Swear The tk'et t;', II:1e. I )(s;1411,Cerai**d to
\,. 1 ,k 11,.,a,iodi5 anti Co. Ink (paperback I 1r-1.5 Prff.anim-eltti;.:

New Vol., \1 '0( 1,7;..3.

4 '
.-

I 'I 1 HI.IIiiiIIIII0111101. I Ile / .1, WHritic ,'' Vitil/(/(ki I ...S., attc1.1'.5',S.R. (Sek 14;1 )
Nos.% 514h I on, Ipdoric Ite,,, l'1-t, -wet-back) . .

oknnaid and 4 re.vt
1.1driol \ev. 11. Halt ul R(11, Puhltsliers.
I.).

o .11

lit I Iot. i?rir 1 III .11r! -fitted Nett iSt.t 1 1-

II I.) '.'

BM II, 'NO% Ic ( 1111,11

()//h. n 51.11 I.)
I I A

1 .111\111Iii .1115 1,

1 IT 111 r,

(11, 115. (Luc Cre,1111. .1r:
Ilandh....4 ., .1r11. (hildh
1111,11.1101.. It) I (t,

( 11, 1 (

1, I. '1, 1,

Ittit
I tot,ii,

( ha./ ( Pa I ,0
H. 1,

, ,111,11

I ( 1111,41Thersk,n Is.% R

( ,n/d Roiring

hti 14..1111114! )',ling (see I'

tgpi! "11, f;),
- 7 I

t.

Brigba, ik.-t1101-400
218 t'rap' =, , Tit"

Pr, wo.

'1, Ni 41/

Veatrin II.,

b Davi
BeltwIn.

ink 1
4 I. I:

yelp'

'r
ff & II En' .!

(See

II & F1 Enic ."I0
PO Bo \ II
I :10

11111.111MP. II I \ ,.I1, the' FhIllle I

.It , Roll. 41,!/,,_. . Iurn,ll .ot
11,»,le

7-

101 (ink. %Litt .bled (a. t',)r 1101r

), ,111,, t.1).tt.
I ' .1,1 PH" Uhl, I t2.

a
l'it ( Jrn.14erriherger .1 -trill. and

/fin Other Re, Ipe.S r /.euouni; In .4( h Abothelt
athi 7'eth here liuldrett fn 'tit / h n. %I A I ' '
lir IR% n 1 paperl,;; I 1

Ne sw It

14I 1,1ddis.011 .\

';"

Natitmol 1
till l' )11 al Ascv

tic haul PrInc
180 I N Moorr
Arlington. A'

I nil(' 1-irn%vti

34 Beitcon St
Riw.)11. MA I)

try Principil
Hein.'

11.
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11,)olcs & Articles fitr reqehen

164 Coleman, Arthu._ D. and Libby. Pregnant-7v The Ps,vcitologie,
Experience. No.. ork: Bantam Brinks, ipaperback)

165 .('onstantakos ("imiste M"The Familt inc Aging." Journal
Home Ecrmomic Sept Ip77. pp. 24.25

166 ( For Doree, and Robert U. Hess ,.tzes HandboOk
I eu -hers Lou Children. Poston, M= 1-Hughton-MitIlin

ln7 Dat: Reha 1 inkl Cynthia Theiss. "L.erte- !mom ow in' Fri)

Bah\ llhrn etcher Nov-Dec 1070, pp -8 '..

I to, (;ari-a Z . Anthony Krusi-ew ski- and rh,----m-
AIL:Iniega. (lucatios atzd .Vatire Americans.. The Terris, riuz

newt% iitTs. NJ. PrenticeHall Inc. 1973.

169 )o.rson 4- it .1,It in Father NY
07- 4pziperbak1

CS.\

170 I), Pargto Plahmille N\ Nett American
1,

171 Ult.. k . It .114.1 Loren ,.(;rey.. Parent's Guide t.

Disein.ine \ \ FLIM110 R"OkS. hit:. I () 71).

1 7 Dr df kl,k1 Soltr..Children Thr tizalfengc
Boolo In, lo't, (paperback)

1, tro.. and 1-Alwarik. "(11.eniing Children h' Nitt2
or Home Sept 1074, pp '0-22

I I HI, Ad 101-1:-- I-AMR 1 ire 13%. the Year 'WO.-
--,m,ofirr, I 107i. pr 11 18.

1" Eggic 1'e I. ,out Mary Knox Weir, -Wti:ter Ha, for
Pres,noolers Children Nov I')75. pp 11.

I Paul . The t-opularion Born,. Westinitritei. MD:
R311,intine H E n,. I Wit, (p:+rTh:`'k)

17- Fast. Julius 11(k: language New \ k Pocket ...()(110, Inc.
1`)7S (papery..

eingold. Be 4'hv Your Chili r. 1), H., iv ,

170 Ferguson. .. L. "Junior High SniLlent lemn
Children." 4 '2"-na Home Economics ,{Aar 1074, pp. 24-25

180 Ferreira. Nan,. r,ithe? Chikl Calok iok An Introduction to
Educational t. '7,- Menlo Park. ( A Pleifie coast Plifilkhi,
Igb') -

z 100-

Houghz.onMiiitm,
2" Par 1,

Bostoi MA. 0" II.

.'llinot3Taet,,
r Educanizo

non.. i f,=.411'1

Net'

rav, oil: ks 1..,,

Ai ,e

k NNI

I St'

(see 140

Briokwori
Dictribute,:
4c7 Hahn 4; .

Wi..qminii :11

(see 130)

Pacific Coa-t Puri
4085 Catnr.,he
Menlo Nit ( A

i)0



°
fir k & AMules 'r leachAt

,

Ihl iiinott. Haim A cirefivt_-_-, Parenria;id ChM.: Nev; York: Avon (see II )
Kruk.. 1 073. I pane-, ac

1h2 (;ordoil. Teak-ring and (Maid 'Developmen(.,- (see 40)
)((ung Children %.1,1 1.10 -1.83.

; Gordon, Flionia% Tu I Par.no btlectivenesA raining. The Tested (see 32')
Wu. Way io Rats, Re-, risible Children New Yoik: New
\ mein:an Labran. -'c.

tueeurreld. Josh i I Mi iled Noun. Life Oct "3, 1.070, pp.

gs)

((tit _Alan Preimuncy. Birth. and Planning
ik \ev, \men, a. lircl.0%, 10";

(
.1:II 1Itiar 1 .a1u, Clarification a Learning Procecs,

)h (haw f,,r Ranise. NJ Patilist Pre.z.r, 107,1
ior..

7 .1. Rohe. -1 nderslantling the Elderly an(11itt Aving
.forirfral Ionic, Economics. ;Di 10-4. pp 17 71)

I sh Mary h .iping l'he Aged in Stn411 Town TIC A
-r-r:/ of Home F ntnnicv. Sept 197o 4i-. co.

1h0 rr. . k. Jr %mile. 1% hale ChM/ A'ecc / rPtuls in or6
our MO (' Mosh t 1075

190 Ile Richer t I). and Doreen ( roll. Tpacrerc c'j Vovng Children
\,. ork Houghton-Alit tlin Publislritu Co 1"17 (r,r'.1. 10

191 111 ---,rand. Verna .ind Beatrice Paolu,..A. "Manarnient anti
De ,loriAlaking in the Nursery Schou( Jonrnol of II. -,,
I, n,,,fric \r`r 1974, pp 0.1.1..

10' lir orced Women How' They. Fare Fin (0, r 'tit
4rtzat hconomirc No% 1076. pp. 36 18.

101 11 cerlord. Narrcv ,,;(0(1 'Beatrice Paolut;ci. "The Elm+ ,'t,(1
P:tron1 hnnnal of Horne Eeon,,tnier N, I') 77

10 I ;

104 Jo; (ison, Anne D. caching -)ciptilation Education to Ho 1e
F.,',nornics s'"le Ioiir.urci /bone° Fronomiec N"v 1974.
pp ; 0-11

10'; K.o.e. Evelyn Finnel, to4Chiklren's Tele' ivion: What to
Watch, What t,, 3-Jim Who, to Change and How to l), It. Nek

orls R,Ant1.1,, 1Q74. (paperhnt:k )

106 Kelle%,. Eleanor, et al "How to Help Your Students Be Successtail
in Job Hunri..r of Home 1..t.cmornics. Nov 1076, pp

II)

Address

'Life
Time, Inc
541 Fairbanks Court
Chicago, II. 60611

PaAst Press
545 Island Road
Ramsey. NJ 07117

(see 139)

(see 130)

U,. Mushy Co
11830 VV/stlinigult

Cr l Hie tie% 1 I

(coe I t.,1

fcee 110

(Rep 130)

4,



/""

Books & tildes for Teachers, Address

Burgess Publishing Cu
7108 Ohms Lane-
Minneaptilis, MN 55435

197 Kleiner. Richard. M. and Rebecca M. Smith. Teaching About
Eamdv Relationships. Minneapolis. MN: BurgessTublishing Co.
1975. (paperback)

Konopka. "Social Change and Human V 4lies ,- Journal of (see 134)
Home Ecortomics.Sern 10'4, pp. 12.14

Krant/ler. MO..- Creative Dinirce .4 Vett' Opportunity M. Evans and Co, Inc
Personal Growth. New York. M. I-vans and Co, Inc. 1973 21 n East 49th Street

New York. NY 10017

KuhierRoss. Elisabeth. ed. Death, The Final Stage of (rrow117
Fnglewood Clot,. NI IRentke-Hall. Inc. 197S trirerback

lake, Alice -Clirldbtrth In Ainerica
.4v3ilaKle

Lerner. Ma.it 1-.ne,pli, The

Ian I07t

44, 'v I , I ') ', r r

Flmik ,

Lerner. Max. -Is I liew A rature for the Farink
Home Copt I.1 74 op 7 11.

I esham, Fda .1 The din. ?peracy Againv
l"67 (paperback(

I, vrrnnl ,:t

New Y1,11,;

o- (;e,1,1 R , t, r,rl c-,,r,.,, M. I .1 I, f .111 /

I n,,rsio, 1'17i'

I set. I

St t ,111\ PubUling Co
1:44-Park Avervie
Nev, York. NY 71()01 7

see 1 39 I

I see I )

Atheneum Publisbers%
122 Easf 42nd Street
New:York. NY 10017

Oxii4rilyniverciry Irt

200.Madison Aventic
Nev, Volk NN 10016

ind. Roh-t Jobs for Famils, I if- Isee 110.1
"11,,Ityrt c 1111, I'1'r, 26 ,8

and ;Ind 7 ler neee)s R1111111,te Penguin BooksInc
625 Madison Avenue
New York. fJV 100."

rind. Lois A. The Future or the tourna/ Horn,' (see. 119)
0111OhliC Sept l 076. p e1 I I

20" Marx. lean. "Drugs Dining Pregnancy: Do They Affect. the
!nhorn Child .Science Ari I 1. 1071

Science I
1515'Mussachusetts Avenue NW

Wa-M) Ion. DC :'.000c

'10 Maynard. Fredelle. Guiding Your Child to a More Creative Life (see 149)
Garden Cit . NY Doubled:1%, and Co. 197.3

A
'1 I Mead, Mary rct ;Ind Kent Heyman. Family N,,wyork NIrnillall Macmillan Publishing

866Third Avenue
New York, NY 10027

Vtd,lishing ( 1')/k": (grade and up)

212 Metzen, Edward J. "A ''N,o-Growth' Economy -by. the 1980's: ",
implications for the American °Family.- Journal of Home.

4Economics. Nov 1975, pp. 12-15.

tress. and the Parlay,- (sec 139 )
'. 11-15.

107 ;.?

'I2 Mondale, WaJter. "Cr(wernm..nt
-I Home Fo,ne.in

V



w)ks do Articles fitr Teachers'

4 (Arlin and Vijay Teneja Jaisingliani. It
l:htld Abuse Problem.- JIttrtrul

\IR 17(), pp. 17-20,

-ionnw Maas and Peter (;ladliart. ",Erleu
..rntlir- le ( :ISIS and the RegOnse," Jourrra/

tr.& 'IL in I pp I S I 8

vendt,i:1 "Women in the Future,''..fitwow' wit)
tier t I I 2 I 1

Ir

471. tiompattm, 11 pro, I pa,p-,

0, ;1, ,eraid R Famillec Applications )4..1., int I.ca- .

v./mu, and lolln Jones, eIs 1 Hark/ht
open'':, e.s i.a thitria21 Rilations Tiaming San i

A .11\ A,...), late. I r 71 I I t.

t.

h !le rine El Vlirsery .S.cht),t1 Relationshir
Ilnladelphia, PA \X. B. Saunders Co, I o'(

, ti chard "stinitiln. \n.0 Genetic ( ounseln, Ur

P'"111` l'he Danger 40. 1:111W.ing Ti,
Cl. lept I') 7C, pp _

see I

14 1, "iiLion Squaw

noir..f. ray
Pr

Id R. 130,)frning l'arine'rs. Marriage and' Its /1 ltert,t rs eti L4-
Del 1, 'IR Pre, 1,, It17_1 perhacI

I ii..,..

.I-t "I !;rote) 'wept), tr it- Bin!" Tie l7r
,in/t)") N I II I rler ROX PUbliSt

S:011 Mt..1% III the (

r';' -nor I111\ yr.
12.)0in

111

.1. Vngin P,-,,n/ettrkrtrg Palo Alt, CA Scien
,s;;,.1\ ion Boo... T7s Ipaperhackl

"Iitn the ('bild App.\ ed .NntrIlk)0 F,'..
, I I I rt-re 1174 It, ),11\ pp

4 tec
N41, .1

AA,

.,.t 4

HP

.00."

-howl Behat7),r '

Manson Western CorPorgli"'I
7011 Wiklure Blvd.

I ok

xc,ience nd Behavior In.
lk) Bo \ !457
Palo Al ('A '4306

\et'. I 1'

-W11.1tE101114.. ECe910111NIX Shultl s4: I

h X1411+t. .11;iirnal .,,i-. I. i% I )-/
I b

.)ax id A., ed. The; ('hanging Fanii7).. Its him non .1)4 ,c))
E-ngle\\,,,od (lulls, NJ Prow Ice Hall, Inc. l()7().

2`) 1n1111. A111,111\141 -110% Sex 11,.1\ (an Ruin :I Marriage....b)urth, r

Fe,trhatlics N1,1 ",
re 11(».*
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230

Books e ,'aisles for Teachers

Some,rville, Rose M learroduction to Family Life and Sc:
Education`. Enilewooti Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall. Inc. 10--
(P' rbac )

Isabel V. 1-lonmetniakers: An Endangered SpecgN, 231 . 8ovet
%urn' al of Home Ecorn,,,ncs. NOv 1977, pp. 18-20.

232 Sparling, fAse i J. an INiarilyn C. Spading. "Hoy. Tali
Scribbler." Young Chal..istn. Aug 1973, pp. 333-41

Speck: Benjamin. Ban .ind Child Care. (revised
York Pocket Rooks, h. 197b

_4 Stanley, Sue and Nathaniel Wagne; Asia, canr
PSychologiecil Percreeryy.p_42L Palo Alto. CA co,"
Ifboks. 1971

.

235. Staples. Robert 'he Black Family: Essays and v, he ont.
ruh

Nev

'Ninny Co, Inc. 1971

- '236, Steintelds' Margaret. lvin,'s Minding the Childrc
42 DC': Day Care and Child DevelopMent CoUncil

4... 1974 Ipwerback)
14

Wasniton,
Inc

237 Steinmet, Suzanne h. did Murray A. Straus as
Crlidle \,101. r e Oct 1977, pp

c'tit ttp t
. "r !

I"
rizsr,)n

f ;le t esh. Sand ra -an,: Lyn Taetzsh. Precrkofin Gamoc and
Belmont..L'A c-caron ruhlishPrs Ine, 1174. ,

240 Taylor. Barbara J. .4 Child Goes Forth. A Curriculum, Guide fit,
Presch,01 Children. Prov, t Rvigharn Young I InivPrsity Press

/ 107c.

241 Taylor. Barbara 1, When 1 Do, I I earn, Provo. UT. .Brigham
Young l'inn,ersity Press. 1974.

,242 "The Child Safety Game and How to Play It," FORFr 1ST lot
Howe Fronornii c Dec 1970, pp. F 70. 7)R 70

4,4;4 Valet t, R-ohert Self-Actuali7ation. Niles. n Argus
Communations. 1974. (paperback)

24:4 Wan Camp. Sarah and Andrea Grimes. "Drop-in' Child Care."
Journal or Home Economics Sept 1 977: p

245 Walker. Katheryn :Household Work Time Its Implications for
Family Decisions."' Journal of Home Economics, Oct ,I0 3 pp
7-11.

s$

Address

(see 2)

(see 130

(see 40)

(seP 140)

(see 2261

WAsworit, Purlistinn2 C"
.10 Davis Drive
Belmont, C'A

Day Care &
of America.r

1012 14th St* NW
Suite 1104
Waghingt on.

,-nielortney0

Society
Rutgers trnivr,
Ne%% o

Natural History
Memhershiy ;ervice
Roe 6Q00
nes sill '10

(gee 151)

Council

FOREC4.S'T for Home I; , snit c
50 West 44th Street
Net`` V NI%

(see 16)

( e 13°)

(crr 114)
O



Books & 4 rncles jr O Teachers

244-, Warsharsk Fed. "Menta l Retardation Can Re An 'Avoidable
Affliction '/'real Magazine May I lone 1074, pr

Address

Trial Makazine
Assciciation of Trial 1 awyers of America

Garden ctrert
R1\ ()Ink

'4- Wr-sterhei:: Lorraine. -Child Development Lahoratol y A t:e ."11
Preview =arent14.- J,Auri/a/ ,'f !bum, 14',lornir, Feh 1,)
PP ==

%Ism This .~'/ranger, a. c .' I ''
, m.1 '47',

Winn. M
10=C

Lro Ptup 1)1,/o " .1 I it I

P Planain Anti SW`

:10 M.ilis,n A entiP
Nev, If N \ I (4(11

Vikula Prttt. \c
625 )54..idis n A "rim_
N.w, How

.1;*1.1111, N.onir he Chi/J./7,u/ Hr'' Si" rom:enl in
II Ni it !I.,. t

' tro,b:il, I

lq,0611

/ ihrc 1,1tIrerc

2-1 1)av Ir 'It .0 I'

252 Aiarong .

'51 0trigr, I-1
0.'61 West iTIOt1
Rcw '0% I WI I 'to

'cc

.1 Arthur Rag Production''
.ton Fast I o!thill Boni
Pwzitleno r A "I I r)-

or
ODCF,i'ilin
P() Box 1401
16' / cW Parth..- to

POI \ 111111ph

11 Stce
NI r) ' 1 I

RM Productiin.

All in rile (.ante Educational Do,./0101/111er' r '
from f-'t ,ring ri.yr11,1)

.4rtyhodv'y (17tild ;oft
Disatulittec. n.d.

'I,,. I 1 1

Association (or Childoirt Learitiov
Disabilities

1600 SW 12i1
()P '17'01

't ire 1 ,'u'the .; Brigham l oung Univplcit,
'Educational Media Service
/00 Harold R. Clad,: Roildifil
Provo, FIT X460:'

2;7 8lueprint r. 'r / Ov March 14 Ditnes I r ounelnti I I (see 141
turn, n .d.

,

.258 Changes. Or'e"gon IJster Seal Soctot 10 mitt 1970 Oregon halter Seal coiciN
A

4 .1 SW Corbe,tt
077n1

1

I (1C



Films

5() Child .-Ibuse Cradle ,,J' Vtbknee Mitchell cehhaldt Fil;)) C.
In rnin n d.

Address

Mitchell Getihardt Film Ot
3X0 Bush gt reel

Francisco, CA 04109

't,l) Childbirth Pilynti)rplt Films. Inc. c. I7 Min, n , see 2.S2)

'(-)1 11,0 ill Real World MeGi Ass Hill Test films. C.

Cipher in the So), Rrigharn ling ',111'0,1,:j1V min

Oat. May Fi.118.ain.n01 Development ( n

l'isnam

;7', /0, irch Nati. mal rui111(13,11(4). ,. 8 min. 71 I 1,4.4. I )
;, /

1>iago;.sic Ilefore flirIli Niarch N1,16,,,11 I 1 17

S min, n

McGraw-Hill Text films
122 I Avenue of the Ameri't,
New York. NY 100?(1
(or see .251 h)

(see 25h 0, h

cer;471

$ tip 1\1,4:1.1).,. I1111 Testi-11ms. min. (74 i8.1 or ?5 I 8)

iloort. Shoe Z 1,Clay. Hill I'Ifiitns 3' min. 10"

4 .
,,,,,i(;''', /e !.lull r, ',11\,,i-J, Dili',', In,' ,'

I

" I , ,t,.

t 1077

'"711ine Educari'mal F ilrt)c In, I I min 10711

I ." '0 r 111 JO' )

(see 26I or 2S1 10

?ti

Bailey Film
Edocitioital
321 1 Michipin A)

lico; 17<)c
Canty kif,nica. CA On 106

Strxr ling Fdriererioriar r;i,
2.11 Frr,rt th Chet,'

\, r1` tool (,

I he F.Vrown F
I Inds* uildirt
710 SW Second Avert'',
Portland. OR ''71() I

.V;rthing 1,, 1), with Y.k),.. CRNI Vt',111. -Z1
1174

,- himir ,,f n .cfblioR 1)imes National (spe 11)
I ,1111.1.11111 hl nun, n 11

.

I. I ink >, II; 1$,I):Iin 01 '<IR "lin. 1'4'9 (<e' -1,;(, "r r.)

Ayer ;' ',larch ti:III")11:11 F ) 1)
nun. n

76 L('1, BeUertnan Cent r())/F.(111C.1 I 1 op

little ,tlartv N;Itiothil F,,10,1,1111.711,

II 11.

Ceniron Educational rilitt
1621 Wt.,st 91f1 Street
1.:iwrotico. KC 66041

Nee 11)



Films

'78 Alarriage fhe F C Brown F1)11thlatititi, c, 17 Min, I 071.

179 Warned / fires 7',4lay Film Associates. c. I') tint). n (I (see 261)1

c
I

Address

(see 271 or 251 h)

11,,peless (1861r(1 Films. Inc. -)c non.

`' I SI, / , A1itc11011 (4±1111,11
,1

`.7 14,,,171,.

\ CI /,,141/1/1

'(1 Intr,

Oxford Films, Inc
1136 North Las Palmas Avenue
Hollywood. ('A (4003X

(see .'c())

' lie:11,1, I), Oregon Stare 11.:11111 1)j' isjim

rii111 Lib, aly Ph ."
110f) SW 5th `ltroet

.,1

I .,,1 ,f 1(.1, .,,q, 1', ,1trwri'lI {rtes I'.

l'attittrig Trifle Fllllc,tllnn,ll neelopme,, (. ",.., It,. n .1
I. yr/0'10p (7111.111,.,0 1,,,1)11, p..,)

N.1,, 111,1 1)im

, p, 11,

'1,- is, ',/ 1,11 I 'I tilt II, ,

1111, 1),.)i 1)evelopm..nt C, toe.

Iso.7 11)

Phoenix Films
470 Park 1Ve4'.'! S))1'
N,'1' ",

1,7771,.

Time I ite 1 ilin:. In,
\rket 1/oliStwet

\. loot

47,

Inc. n ,1 vri, Chi/ 1M)gl:1111)

'00 cell / sr, cir) 1.1:111t'% 1 ihrl 18 11,in. 10"
;111..1.,, I \SI I 1 W I' Cr/7,

I c,./j /77,,q/47/7//,'7/ As,07.1.7017r) tot Inclitic7j(inal I tdo%16-71
or t777, IC mill each ( hir 11 7,, 1 1 Ads)

KOA( TV Videotape Film I ibiai
Covell Hall
Oregon State University
Corvallis. O12 o7111

'0' V11.p .11 kleklic,11 V ( ontel mitt (coo 1k

1,111 '/,, 11'. ,1 PION, 11.,,111 1 thIl ht.
vl .1

.." / I gal/ cl R h 1 N7.171,171,11

1 1 711111, 71 .1

1,1 1 Iv" ,1)ill 1 din.: 1'1 1,17'
Churchill

. _

661 North Ft ,lhertson
os xnpf.1, ()Ohio

"16. The O» /1' ,ki,j , in lit,' Ill.'' k ts,11,. h 1)0110.: 11)
.,11771717,77 I 77 .1

107

t1 4



Films . Address

"97 The Story of Erie. Cent re\I!ilm4cc, 34 min, 1972. available from Centre Films
local Childbirth Education Associations) 1103 El Centro Avenue

Hollywood, CA 90038 ,

298 Ti Hare a Healthy Bah:v. Oregon State Health Division. n.d (see 282)

299 War of the Eggs. Pauhst Productions, c, 27 nun. 1971. Paulist Productions
PO Box 1057
Pacific Palisades. ('A 00271

14'0ro iris 1)evelnpment ("enter. IrlL, n (see 47)

ilil 1147,1/ /c //if It'in,/ \11.-11 1.11w o", [Li

14'h/, Paroire 00 I earning Corporation of America
miii I 1)7

IIT1 Young C'hildren oj :the k ihhutz Educational Development
.."11'"' It") d rri"liw ('hildkitnl Islmhile Program)

Filmstrips

10'1 ..itloit'Ceence 1 f

'''?1,1.1.111 ' 1

It); I..r,po (lionyr Riot,
j)-(

I Publishing

Allen Graht Productions
808 Lockearn Street
I AK Angelfs, CA 00040

Learning Corporation of Arno icp
135a Six tICAvenue
New York, INN' "
a
(nr tier'

(see -17)

4chlress

Sunburst Communicao,,e
Room 6
41 Washington Avenue
Pleasantvillo. NY 10c7r1

Butterick Publiching
PO Box 104 c
Altoona. PA 16601

-mertran Vew Opt,,,rintirirc Rot torick Publishing Co, (see..:10s)

207 Beginning ft, Date Guidance Asoeiates, n d. ((trades 7.8)
I

Giiilans Associates
C third Avenue

Ne \% York, NY 10017

308 Birth. (One of a four-part series titled Parenthood .4 Series.) (see 307)
1Guidance Associates. n.d.

20() lirej_therc, SiSterr. rvelirigc 1710 You. Aq.k:11-tek, " ket% 1(17)
(Gcides 7 S

110- Careers in (1,11.1 Care (;nidan, illuteoct: Putaid,
Co. II)76

44' ,

31 I, Child ('are and Development. MI.Gra%% Text films. 1'17 ; Nee 262)
s>

112 Children in Crisis Series. Child Abuse and Neglect Pa Penis'
Niagaim.- Films, 'Inc. TIA ,0 four Prod/ / / biers

, Dirt 'r, and sprarati.,,,

Parents' NI3ga/ine Filrn\ I-itc
52 Vanderbilt Avenue
New York, NY t001-

I 0 8



Filmstrips t ddreSS

`31? ChiGIren )11,.i pait tit a tour- part series titled lituieoranditw
Pureitiltt,t4.1-) Parent,' Magatine n.d -

(Nee 312)

314 CI, 'flaw l'ite Buttends Publishing Co...1075. ,Isee.305)
i.Piogrant r\ In Independent Living Series

ti tilt .S.Ityss Human Relation, Media. n.(.1
for

Human Relations Media
343 Writille Road
Preassinville, NY 1(1570

In /VI tit and 1) viltx .ilw the 'Or( it: (;)1R,1,111,.,. \ cc 07I

III .1 / an,/ , . /Id / 1).,.0 )(tut ,1 .

IIIL.,1 lG,n,Jh l,etel,t%tnr,lit 1 lr, " e.n, I I 1, 4:14 \Is: 1, .,1

Ill,,, t

I tl

I, I t' 1.1

I

I

. If

.1,1 NI. di.,
I i()() .,, , A
(lt.1 '/



333

Filmstrips

7
I See Smile, I See Frowns-Expressing Emotions. (One of a
four-part, series title What Do I See When1 4ee Me9.1Pitrents'
Maga/ine Films, Inc, I 7.

334 / See Strength Building SelcConfidence. (One of _a fbuit,part
series. titled What Do / See When / See Me") Parents' Magaime
Films. Inc. 1977. .

;35 Julie Puget Sound March of Dimes,,n.d./

(see 3121

(see,3 12)

4

Address

Puget Sound March of 1)iines
230 Securities Building

,,.Seattle, WA 98101

11,,chlpfnent a se., ,, t..,1 ice 3I 7)
t/el ,pll.elll the I'll), } ) (.11, n

I .1

S:11 . I ,t,l

I 1, .1

I

)1,

,dep.

. 1. t i..)

t



vtripc

1',3 (()IIe of :1 tout part .ertes titled r,trentito,,/
.Verres Asskret:tres. It

(:Pe 3071

;.;4 Pregnaiuy. /firth, and the .Vewhetrn. I(Itte kit a seven part, setts (see 31
tIllekl !Inman Development Piet 2'2 Yours.) Crwept Me 11:1, it kl

Prenatal rifre prepara ti,,tt for Parenthood Parents' Nlagaitne
f1,11111..

i() Preparattott tor Peirenthood Sunllurst Cntnntunteations. Ilkj5 (see 3(14)

rt, 01..; P., In I,/ I I I Penn.. 1?)74

111/1.1/1 1 I

t ,1,., 1,, I

iddress



filmstrips Address

;71 him- Personality The Y OU Others A:41014'. Guidance A:soiates. (see ")"
(Grades >4. 10

Tapes& Slides Address

Inr 1 Wivtift,vhile ' identity and Self image. 11 (The :erne! tot the
iluindnities. In- 10'4 (Slides with records or cassettes 1

ih (i, )li NOA St Mk Pci hi, Pi '1 (1..4,c)

/ / I.

110111 10.1%

I I n. .

I )11,Ic:, N,III .

1.

( . 11 ,01 tic

1

/tali
,t11 .

The Center for Ole Humanities. Inc
Two Holland Avenue
White Plains, NY 10001


